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NOTE
SUBURBAN RENEWAL IN PENNSYLVANIA *
Municipal governments have become increasingly concerned with the
spread of deterioration and blight in urban housing. The failure to cope
with this problem locally through such devices as voluntary cooperation,
subdivision controls, zoning ordinances, building and housing codes, and
public health regulations led to the enactment of state legislation authoriz-
ing the use of the condemnation power for the clearance and redevelopment
of slum areas.' But the enormous cost of such a program could not be met
by the municipalities alone; the Housing Act of 1949 provided the neces-
sary financial assistance through federal grants of two-thirds the net cost
of a redevelopment project.2 The Housing Act of 1954 broadened the
federal concept of urban renewal to include voluntary repair of existing
structures in deteriorating, deteriorated, or blighted areas along with the
basic redevelopment technique of slum clearance.3 In the Act of 1956,
provision was made for the planned renewal of large blighted areas in
stages rather than in a single project.4 The Act of 1959 authorized grants
for the preparation of studies and schedules for community-wide, renewal,5
and the Act of 1961 increased the proportionate share paid by the federal
government to municipalities having a population of under 50,000.6
The major concentration of effort in eliminating slum housing and in
preventing the spread of blight has been in the core city; 7 little, if any,
* This Note is the result of a field study made possible by funds provided by the
Institute of Legal Research of the University of Pennsylvania Law School.
The authors gratefully acknowledge the cooperation and assistance of the many
federal, state, county, and municipal officials, and private citizens interviewed.
' See, e.g., PA. STAT. AxN. tit. 35, § 1702 (c) (Supp. 1960); Brown, Urban Re-
development, 29 B.U.L. Rrv. 318, 319-22, 327-28 (1949); Johnstone, The Federal
Urban Renewal Program, 25 U. Cmi. L. REv. 301, 305-06 (1958); Note, Urban
Renewal: Problems of Eliminating and Preventing Urban Deterioration, 72 HARV.
L. REv. 504-05 (1959).
2 See Housing Act of 1949, §§ 2, 101-10, 63 Stat. 413, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
§§ 1450-62 (1958), as amended, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1450-63 (Supp. II, 1960), as amended,
42 U.S.C.A. §§ 1450-64 (Supp. 1961) ; S. Rm. No. 84, 81st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949).
3 See Housing Act of 1954, §§ 301-14, 68 Stat. 622, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
§g 1451-60 (1958), as amended, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1450-63 (Supp. II, 1960), as amended,
42 U.S.C.A. §§ 1450-63 (Supp. 1961). See generally Foard and Fefferman, Federal
Urban Renewal Legislation, 25 LAW & CONTEMP. PROB. 635, 655-58 (1960).
4 See §303, 70 Stat. 1099 (1956), 42 U.S.C. § 1452(d) (1958).
5 See § 405(3), 73 Stat. 672 (1959), 42 U.S.C. § 1453(d) (Supp. II, 1960). See
generally Foard and Fefferman, op. cit. supra note 3, at 653-61.
6 See § 301(a), 75 Stat. 165 (1961), 42 U.S.C.A. § 1453(a) (Supp. 1961).
StSee Walker, A New Pattern for Urban Renewal, 25 LAW & CoNTEmP-. PROB.
633-34 (1960).
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attention has been given to the problem as it exists in suburban areas.
8
This Note, therefore, will explore that renewal process which is peculiar
to the suburbs 9 as revealed by a study of four suburban counties in Penn-
sylvania adjacent to Philadelphia which form part of the Standard Metro-
politan Area.10 The four counties are fragmented into numerous town-
ships and boroughs, many of which are smaller than one square mile; there
is also a small city in two of the counties." In Pennsylvania, power is
lodged in the municipality, be it a township, borough, or city, with a weak
county government overlaid.
Very often, the blighted portions in these municipalities consist of
pockets of a few square blocks of substandard housing surrounded by
sound housing, a commercial area, or both.' 2 The municipality usually
contains little or no land for further development, and if such land is
available, the type of housing which would ordinarily be constructed there
would be beyond the financial reach of those living in the blighted areas.
In a few instances, the substandard housing is contiguous to an open or
less densely populated area, but one which is within the political jurisdic-
tion of another municipality. In some of these blighted areas there are
homes which are no more than squalid shacks with tarpaper or aluminum
foil walls. Home may also be a wartime house intended for temporary
occupancy or an unheated summer cottage built in the 1920's. The
structures often lack running water or toilet facilities. In one municipality,
an open trench sewer runs crudely behind the rows of houses. In addition,
there is a combined racial and economic problem since those living in these
blighted areas are frequently Negroes who have incomes insufficient to buy
s The existence of blight in suburban areas has at least been noted in passing.
See, e.g., Johnstone, supra note 1, at 302. But see Jones, Local Government Or-
ganization in Metropolitan Areas: Its Relation to Urban Redevelopment, in THE
FUTURE OF CITIES AND URBAN REDEVELOPMENT 481-84 (Woodbury ed. 1953).
9 Much of the information concerning suburban housing problems and renewal
has been gained from interviews with individuals and municipal and county officials
throughout Bucks, Chester, Delaware, and Montgomery Counties. The city of
Chester, because it is an independent industrial center, clearly not suburban, was not
included in the study. Discussions were held in Philadelphia with officials of the
Urban Renewal Administration, Housing and Home Finance Agency [hereinafter
URA and HHFA], Region II, which consists of the states of Delaware, Maryland,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia, and the District of Columbia.
Although final decisions are officially made in Washington, in practice, Washington
usually concurs with the recommendations of the Regional Office. See Interview
With George Feltovitch, then Acting Area Coordinator, Eastern Pa. Section, URA
Region II, in Philadelphia, Aug. 30, 1961. (Mr. Feltovitch is now with the Boston
Redevelopment Authority.)
10 A Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area is a group of adjacent counties which
contain a city of over 50,000 population, and are metropolitan in character, socially
and economically related to the core city. The counties in the Philadelphia SMSA
are Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery, and Philadelphia in Pennsylvania, and
Burlington, Camden, and Gloucester in New Jersey. See U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS,
DEP'T OF COMMERCE, ADVANCE REPORTS HC(A1)-39, HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
STATES: PENNSYLVANIA 1, 4 (March 1961).
11 See PHILADELPHIA EVENTNC. AND SUNDAY BULLETIN ALMANAC 59-74 (1962).
12 In a few municipalities, the blighted portions are quite extensive, in some cases
enveloping almost the entire political subdivision.
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or rent decent housing elsewhere, particularly in the suburbs. If other
housing is available, they may lack either the knowledge of how to find it
or the desire to leave their homes.
I. PENNSYLVANIA LEGISLATION
Legislation authorizing the appointment of Redevelopment Authorities
in the cities and counties of Pennsylvania was enacted in 1945,13 four years
before the initial federal act. The Authorities were granted the power
of eminent domain' 4 and were authorized to receive federal aid.' 5  A
Redevelopment Authority becomes operative only upon declaration by
ordinance or resolution of the governing body of the appropriate city or
county.' 6 A city has the alternative of either activating its own Authority
or allowing the county Authority to function within its limits.' 7 In all
four of the suburban counties in question-Delaware, Montgomery, Bucks,
and Chester-Redevelopment Authorities have been created; '8 in Bucks
County, the Authority was created just this year in response to municipal
pressures.19 These Authorities meet the federal requirement that there
be a "local public agency" authorized to execute the renewal process
locally.
2 0
Certification of an area as a "redevelopment area" by a planning
commission 21 is the first step in a renewal project under state law2 2 The
initiative in obtaining this certification is often taken by the Redevelopment
Authority or the governing body of the locality rather than by the planning
commission.22 Federal administrative procedures, while not requiring
1 3 PA. STAT. ANN. fit 35, § 1702 (Supp. 1960); see PA. STAT. ANN. fit. 35,
§§ 1701-19 (Supp. 1960).
14 See PA. STAT. ANN. fit. 35, §§ 1702(c), 1709(i) (Supp. 1960).
15 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 1709(n), (o), 1718 (1949).
16 PA. STAT. ANN. tit 35, § 1704 (1949).
17 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 1703(e), 1704(a) (1949).
ls The Chester County Redevelopment Authority was appointed early in 1961.
Interview With Joseph S. Munshower, Executive Secretary, Chester County Planning
Commission, in West Chester, Pa., June 8, 1961. In Delaware County, the Redevelop-
ment Authority was established in 1949. 1957 DMAWARE COUNTY REDEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY ANN. REP. The Montgomery County Redevelopment Authority was
activated in 1958. Interview With J. Harvey Shillingford, Executive Director,
Montgomery County Redevelopment Authority, in Ardmore, Pa., Feb. 19, 1962.
19 See Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, Feb. 6, 1962, p. 22, col. 1 (3 star ed.);
Interview With Gordon R. Exley, 2d, Executive Director, Bucks County Industrial
Development Corp., in Doylestown, Pa., July 13, 1961.
20 See Housing Act of 1949, §§ 105, 110(h), 63 Stat. 416, 421, as amended, 42
U.S.C. § 1460(h) (1958), as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1455 (Supp. 1961).
21 No statistical criteria are established. The redevelopment area need only
contain blighting influences such as unsafe, unsanitary, overcrowded housing, inade-
quate planning, excessive land coverage, and undesirable land uses, which cannot be
remedied by use of regulatory processes or private enterprise without redevelopment.
See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 1703(n), 1702 (Supp. 1961).
22 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1710(a) (1949).
23 Interview With Robert A. Cox, Jr., then Regional Field Representative,
Southeastern Region, Pa. Dep't of Commerce, Bureau of Community Development,
in Philadelphia, Aug. 1, 1961. (Mr. Cox is now with URA, Region II.)
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certification as such, do require that the area be properly designated for
renewal pursuant to state or local law 4 and that a certain amount of
substandard housing and blight be present before a project can receive
federal approval.
25
Although certification is by and large a simple procedure, the language
used by the planning commission may be a source of controversy. For
example, the document of certification may contain the word "blight" in
addition to, or in place of, "redevelopment area," the phrase required under
the Pennsylvania statute. 26  In one suburban municipality, Glenside,
Cheltenham Township,2 7 designation of an area as "blighted" aroused
enough opposition to cause the Township Commissioners to abandon the
project .2  For the residents the word "blight" suggested the coming of
bulldozers and the leveling of their homes, which is the renewal technique
most commonly visualized. Of course, the problem may have been more
substantial than that of semantic effect; political conflicts or opposition to
federal interference may have been involved.
Similar complications may result not only at certification but through-
out the renewal process whenever the area residents are inadequately in-
formed about the nature of the project. It is especially unfortunate when
opposition develops, as in Glenside, while the project is in its formative
stages, with only renewal planning rather than renewal itself immediately
contemplated. 2 9
Some of the factors which led to the abandonment of the Glenside
project may be peculiar to suburban areas. The area involved, although
probably substandard from a planning viewpoint, was not substandard in
the eyes of the "laymen"-residents, especially since the designated area
included a number of medium and high-priced homes.30 The area con-
24 See 1 UNITED STATES URBAN RENEWAL ADMINISTRATION, HoUSING AND HOME
FINANCE AGENCY, URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 3-1, at 1 (Nov. 22, 1960), § 10-4-2,
at 2 (March 8, 1961) [hereinafter cited as URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL].
25 See I URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 3-1, at 1-2 (Nov. 22, 1960), § 3-2, at 1-2
(July 15, 1960), at 3-4 (Jan. 26, 1961), § 10-1, at 2 (Dec. 4, 1961), § 12-1-2, a't 1-2
(Sept. 20, 1961).
26 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1710(a) (1949).
27 See Interview With William F. Harkins, Jr., of Harkins & Alvare, Planning
Consultants, in Flourtown, Pa., Sept. 13, 1961; Interview With Philip Kalodner, Esq.,
Commissioner, Cheltenham Township, Montgomery County, and Deputy State At-
torney General, in Philadelphia, Aug. 22, 1961; Interview With Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Klumpp, residents of Glenside, Cheltenham Township, in Glenside, Pa., Sept. 6, 1961
(Mr. and Mrs. Klumpp were leaders in the opposition to the proposed renewal pro-
gram); Interview With Michael Lonergan, of Walker & Murray, Urban Renewal
Consultants, former Area Coordinator, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Aug. 28,
1961; Interview With J. Harvey Shillingford, Executive Director, Montgomery
County Redevelopment Authority, in Ardmore, Pa., July 10, 1961.
28 Compare URA Region II Statistics Sheet (photograph) for the month ending
July 31, 1961, with URA Region II Statistics Sheet (photograph) for month ending
Dec. 31, 1961.
29The planning device contemplated was a General Neighborhood Renewal
Plan, discussed in text accompanying notes 363-82 infra. Interviews With William
F. Harkins, Jr., and Michael Lonergan, supra note 27.
30 See discussion of General Neighborhood Renewal Plan accompanying notes
363-82 infra.
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tained a commercial district in very early stages of deterioration and a
group of large, old homes which had been converted to apartments with
inadequate facilities. In contrast, city projects usually involve total clear-
ance of areas which are obviously slum.3 1 Presumably those living in a
slum area would be less likely to be disturbed by the slum label. Yet the
inconvenience of renewal and the distaste engendered in being removed
from a home, regardless of its quality, make it questionable whether re-
newal is more palatable to the urban slum resident. Nevertheless, the
difference in the degree of blight may affect the sensitivity of a suburban
governing body to opposition, since the officials may feel uncertain or un-
easy about the existence of a real need for renewal. Thus, greater like-
lihood of opposition developing and being effective may differentiate
suburban from urban renewal.
II. THE FEDERAL PROGRAM
The great need for financial assistance from the federal government
means in effect that municipalities must confine themselves to federal
renewal programs. Four major programs have been established through
federal legislation or procedure: non-assisted projects, -3 2 assisted projects,as
Community Renewal Programs (CRP), 34 and General Neighborhood
Renewal Plans (GNRP). 35 Under a non-assisted project, the municipality
bears the cost of acquisition and clearance and any other additional costs
without federal subsidy. The only federal aid provided is FHA mortgage
insurance on specially liberal terms.3 6 The Community Renewal Program
and the General Neighborhood Renewal Plan are planning devices rather
than action programs. The Community Renewal Program contemplates
a complete municipal inquiry into the causes and the extent of blight in
3 l Interview With Milton C. Sharp, Esq., Attorney, Phila. Redevelopment Au-
thority, in Philadelphia, Nov. 13, 1961.
32 See 3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 45-1, at 1-3 (May 24, 1962).
3 See Housing Act of 1949, § 103, 63 Stat. 416, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1453
(Supp. 1961).
34 See Housing Act of 1949, § 103(d), added by Housing Act of 1959, §405(3),
73 Stat. 672, 42 U.S.C. § 1453(d) (Supp. II, 1960). The Community Renewal Pro-
gram is discussed in text accompanying notes 483-89 infra.
3See Housing Act of 1949, § 102(d), para. 2, added by Housing Act of 1956,
§ 303(a), 70 Stat. 1099, 42 U.S.C. § 1452(d), para. 2 (1958). The General Neighbor-
hood Renewal Plan is discussed in text accompanying notes 363-82 infra.
36 See 3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 45-1, at 1 (May 24, 1962). The FHA
mortgage insurance made available is for homes located within properly designated
urban renewal areas, one of which may be a non-assisted project area. See National
Housing Act of 1934, § 220, added by Housing Act of 1954, § 123, 68 Stat. 596, as
amended, 12 U.S.C.A. § 1715K (Supp. 1961). To qualify for section 220 Mortgage
Insurance, an unassisted project area must be eligible under state and local law and
must contain one or more deficiencies, such as unsatisfactory building maintenance
standards, inadequate or unsafe building facilities or layouts, incompatible uses, de-
ficient streets, inadequate public utilities and facilities, or overcrowding. The Local
Public Agency must show that other FHA insurance will be unavailable and that
a program to bring about the necessary property and neighborhood improvements
will be undertaken. See 3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 45-1, at 1-2 (May 24, 1962).
With the Application for section 220 Assistance, the LPA must submit an Urban
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the community; the availability of resources for financing, for relocation of
displaced residents, and for disposition of project land; possible project
areas, types of renewal action, and scheduling.3 7 On the other hand, the
General Neighborhood Renewal Plan encompasses planning for a par-
ticular area, rather than for the entire community, an area which is already
considered ripe for renewal but which is large enough to have renewal
activity phased over a period as long as ten years.38 The most basic
program, commonly called "the project," is an action program with three
project techniques-redevelopment, conservation, and reconditioning. 9
The technique used most often is redevelopment,40 which usually involves
total or almost total clearance followed by a new development of the
specific area. 41 Conservation is a technique which is applied to a deteriorat-
ing but basically sound area which is suitable for long-term economic
renewal through some combination of minimum clearance, rehabilitation
by individual property owners, and improved public facilities.42 Recon-
ditioning is a limited type of renewal intended only to prevent further
decline of an area which is presently eligible for redevelopment but which,
for various reasons, is not to be cleared. Its methods are similar to those
of a conservation project, but they are narrower in scope.
43
A. The Project Planning Stage
1. The Survey and Planning Application
The procedure followed in undertaking a project, whether it be re-
development, conservation, or reconditioning, is identical during the plan-
ning stages and begins to differ only upon execution. 44 Federal procedure
Renewal Plan which contains detailed information or maps of the area, data on
relocation of any residents expected to be displaced, evidence that proposed municipal
improvements or facilities can and will be adequately financed, and a certified copy
of approval by the municipality. See National Housing Act of 1934, § 220(d) (1) (A),
added by Housing Act of 1954, § 123, 68 Stat. 596, as amended, 12 U.S.C. § 1715K
(d) (1) (A) (1958) ; 3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 45-2-2, at 1-3 (Nov. 22, 1960).
37 See Housing Act of 1949, § 103(d), added by Housing Act of 1959, § 405(3),
73 Stat. 672, 42 U.S.C. § 1453(d) (Supp. II, 1960); 3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL
§ 41-1, at 1-3 (May 24, 1962).
38 See Housing Act of 1949, § 102(d), para. 2, added by Housing Act of 1956,
§ 303(a), 70 Stat. 1099, 42 U.S.C. § 1452(d) para. 2 (1958); 3 URBAN RENEWAL
MANUAL § 43-1, at 1-4 (May 24, 1962).
39 The bulk of urban renewal activity is in "projects." See URA Region II
Statistics Sheet (photograph) for month ending Dec. 31, 1961. For statutory defini-
tions, see Housing Act of 1949, § 110(c), 63 Stat. 420, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A.
§ 1460(c) (Supp. 1961). See also 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 1-2, at 1 (Dec. 4,
1961).
40 See URA Region II Statistics Sheet (photograph) for month ending Dec. 31,
1961.
41 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 1-2, at 1 (Dec. 4, 1961), § 10-1, at 2
(Dec. 4, 1961).
42 See id. § 12-1-1, at 1 (July 12, 1962).
43 See id. § 12-3 (July 12, 1962); Interview With Michael P. Marcelli, Chief,
Conservation and Reconditioning Staff, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Sept. 8, 1961.
44 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 4-1-1, at 1-4 (June 25, 1962), § 10-1, at 1-2
(Dec. 4, 1961).
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requires that the renewal area be designated as such in accordance with
state law,45 which in Pennsylvania means certification by the planning
commission.48 After certification, a Survey and Planning Application is
prepared. From this Application, the Urban Renewal Administration
(URA) determines whether to advance federal funds to finance the
survey and planning work 47 necessary to prepare Part I of the Application
for Loan and Grant.48 Included in the Application must be a summary
of the characteristics and proposed treatment of the area; a report con-
taining maps of significant features of the municipality, land uses, and
project area conditions; if the project will reduce the number of dwellings
available to project area minority groups, a statement of how this reduction
will be offset; 49 an estimate of the federal grant required and a financial
statement of the municipality; 50 various budget and legal data; 51 and
a resolution by the Local Public Agency (LPA) empowered to contract
with the federal government-here, the Redevelopment Authority-au-
thorizing the filing of the Application,52 plus a resolution of approval by
the local governing body. 3 Although the federal statute is unclear whether
"locality" means the project municipality or the county, federal practice
has required that the Application be approved by the municipality.5 4 This
division of authority, which appears throughout the renewal process, arms
both the Redevelopment Authority and the municipality with a veto power
over the other's proposed solution and enables a township or borough to
exclude a project from its territory which the Redevelopment Authority
feels is vital to the improvement of nearby areas within the county.
In practice, the Redevelopment Authorities of both Montgomery and
Delaware Counties, the only counties in the Philadelphia suburban area
45 See id. § 10-4-1, at 2 (March 8, 1961).
46 For a discussion of which planning commission must certify, county or munici-
pal, see text accompanying notes 167-80 infra.
471 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 4-1-1,.at 1 (June 25, 1962).
4 8 See id. §4-2-1, at 3-4 (Dec. 4, 1961), § 10-4-2, at 1-3 (March 8, 1961). Part I
of the Application for Loan and Grant is discussed in text accompanying notes 127-63
infra. Part II of the Application consists of data signifying local approval of the
project as planned in Part I. See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 4-2-2, at 1-2
(April 20, 1962), § 10-4-3, at 1 (June 5, 1962); notes 205-06 infra and accompanying
text.
49 See id. § 10-4-1, at 1-2 (June 5, 1962), § 10-1, at 1 (Dec. 4, 1961).
50 Financial data is required only if the municipality has a population of 50,000
or less. 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 4-1-1, at 3 (Nov. 11, 1960). Only four of
the suburban municipalities studied exceed that figure: Bristol Township, Bucks
County; Haverford and Upper Darby Townships, Delaware County; and Lower
Merion Township, Montgomery County. See U.S. Census of Population (1960) in
PHILADELPHIA EVENING AND SUNDAY BULLETIN ALMANAC 185-86 (1962).
51 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 4-1-1, at 3-4 (Oct. 11, 1960).
52Id. § 4-1-1, at 4 (Oct. 11, 1960).
53 Housing Act of 1949, § 102(d), 63 Stat. 415, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 1452(d)
(1958) ; 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 4-1-1, at 4 (Oct. 11, 1960).
54 Interview With James Sweeney, Acting Area Coordinator, Eastern Pa. Sec-
tion, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Feb. 16, 1962.
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with renewal experience, 55 require that submission of the Application also
be approved by the County Commissioners.56 Politically, this approval
tends to promote harmony between the Commissioners and the Authority;
although the Commissioners appoint Authority members, they cannot re-
move them at will.57 This practice is reinforced by the statutory require-
ment that Commissioners approve aspects of the project in its more
developed stages.58 Thus, plans for renewal have to pass through four
local bodies, none of which is subject to the direct control of the other:
the municipal governing body, the County Commissioners, the Redevolop-
ment Authority, and a planning commission.
Costs incurred in the preparation of the Survey and Planning Appli-
cation are not payable from the funds advanced for survey and planning
studies or from the loan and grant funds received for execution of the
project.59 Ordinarily, therefore, the entire cost is met by the municipality.
This is a handicap only in the poorest municipalities. The Urban Renewal
Manual, which contains administrative procedures promulgated by the
Urban Renewal Administration amplifying the federal planning and re-
newal statutes,60 indicates that if a municipality has participated in the
Urban Planning Assistance Program, commonly called the 701 Program,6 '
some of the information there obtained may be used as data in the Survey
and Planning Application or may be a source from which such data can
be prepared, saving time and expense.6 2 Since under the 701 Program
municipalities of under 50,000 population may receive grants covering two-
thirds of the planning and study costs,63 this may be a means by which a
suburban municipality could retrieve some of the costs of preparing an
Application. In the four counties studied, there are only four municipalities
which exceed the population limit of 50,000.64
55 See note 18 supra.
56 MONTGOMERY COUNTY REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, URBAN RENEWAL As-
SISTANCE PROGRAM 8 (undated) (mimeo) ; Interview With John Mewha, Technician,
Delaware County Redevelopment Authority, in Media, Pa., Feb. 19, 1962.
Although there is no federal or state legislative requirement, URA practice has
been to request approval on the county level. If the county and municipal governing
bodies disagree, URA will not act until their differences are settled. Interview With
James Sweeney, supra note 54.
57 See Commonwealth ex rel. Hanson v. Reitz, 403 Pa. 434, 170 A2d 111 (1961).
58 See notes 174-75, 181-94 infra and accompanying text.
59 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 4-1-1, at 1 (July 3, 1961); 2 URBAN RE-
NEWAL MANUAL § 31-1-1, at I (March 8, 1961), § 31-1-2, at 1 (Feb. 1, 1960) ; Inter-
view With George Feltovitch, then Acting Area Coordinator, Eastern Pa. Section,
URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Aug. 25, 1961. (Mr. Feltovitch is now with the
Boston Redevelopment Authority.)
60 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL, Introduction, at 1 (April 20, 1962).
6
1 Housing Act of 1954, § 701, 68 Stat. 640, as amended, 40 U.S.C. § 461 (Supp.
II, 1960), as amended, 40 U.S.C.A. § 461 (Supp. 1961).
62 Compare 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 10-4-1, at 1-2 (June 5, 1962), with
3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 40-2-3, at 1-2 (April 19, 1960).
63Housing Act of 1954, § 701, 68 Stat. 640, as amended, 40 U.S.C. § 461 (Supp.
II, 1960), as amended, 40 U.S.C.A. § 461 (Supp. 1961).
64 See note 50 supra.
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Among the items which can be borrowed, in whole or in part, from
the 701 Program are a map showing city limits, business district, and the
renewal area with its major streets, railroads, and industry; a land-use map
of the renewal area and vicinity; and a topographical map along with any
information on flooding.6 5 In practice, the use of the 701 Program to
reduce the cost of preparing the Application is limited. As administered
by URA, 701 assistance is provided only for the very broadest of com-
munity planning; detailed studies directed exclusively to a renewal area
are ineligible for 701 aid.66 Some renewal area data, however, may be
supplied as an incident to the overall planning studies. But since the cost
and time required for a 701 planning study are so great in comparison
with that required to obtain data for the Application alone, it does not
pay a municipality to undertake a planning program merely to secure this
data.' 7 Of course, a municipality may already have obtained this infor-
mation as a result of prior planning studies conducted without renewal
specifically in mind, or it may-and should-want to undertake long-range
planning as a prelude to renewal.
2. The Workable Program
The 701 Program may be used by a municipality in preparing some
parts of its Workable Program for Community Improvement.6" Not only
is the Workable Program a statutory prerequisite for a Loan or Capital
Grant Contract, but funds will not be advanced for survey and planning
activity unless at the time of the Survey and Planning Application the
Housing and Home Finance Agency (HHFA) Administrator certifies
that the initial requirements of a Workable Program have been met.69 In
addition, certification of the Workable Program is a prerequisite to par-
ticipation in other federal assistance programs.70
The Workable Program requirement is designed to insure that a
community receiving federal assistance is one which is willing to help
65 Compare 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 1 l-4-1, at 1-2 (March 8, 1961), with
3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 40-2-3, at 1-2 (April 19, 1960). All of these items
must be included in the report on the renewal area required in the Survey and Plan-
ning Application. See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 4-1-1, at 3 (Oct. 11, 1960).
66 Interview With Frank Kelly, Urban Planner, URA Region II, in Philadelphia,
Sept. 7, 1961.
67 lnterview With James Sweeney, Acting Area Coordinator, Eastern Pa. Sec-
tion, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Feb. 16, 1962.
68 See generally Rhyne, The Workable Program--A Challenge for Community
Improvement, 25 LAW & CONTEMP. PROB. 685 (1960).
69 See Housing Act of 1949, § 101(c) added by Housing Act of 1954, § 303, 68
Stat. 623, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. §1451(c) (Supp. 1961); 1 URBAN RENEWAL
MANUAL § 2-1, at 1 (May 24, 1962).
70 Such other programs include federal grants and contributions for public housing
and FHA 220 and 221 Mortgage Insurance. Housing Act of 1949, § 101(c), added
by Housing Act of 1954, § 303, 68 Stat. 623, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1451(c)
(Supp. 1961); U.S. HoUsING AND HoME FINANCE AGENCY, PROGRAM FOR COMMUNITY
IMPROVEMENT (WORKABLE PROGRAM) 6 (1960) [hereinafter cited as HHFA, PRO-
GRAM FOR COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT].
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itself.71 It is an official plan of action for community development in
seven basic areas: comprehensive community planning, neighborhood
analyses, codes and ordinances, administrative organization, financing, re-
location housing, and citizen participation."2 Of these, preparation of the
comprehensive community plan, neighborhood analyses, and zoning and
subdivision regulations are activities eligible for 701 assistance. 8 The
municipality has significant control over implementation of the Program.
A county cannot enact the necessary codes and ordinances 4 nor, by
definition, create a municipal planning commission; this must be done by
the municipal governing body. The municipality can also veto the other
elements of the Workable Program since the Workable Program as a whole
must be formally approved by the municipal governing body. 5
Certification by the Administrator is for a one-year period.76 Recer-
tification occurs only upon a showing of continuous progress toward com-
pletion of the Program.77 A certified Workable Program must be in
effect at four stages in the renewal process: submission of the Survey and
Planning Application; signing of the Contract for Survey and Planning
Advances; submission of Part I of the Application for Loan and Grant,
when planning and survey work is to be approved; and signing of the Loan
and Grant Contract, when the planning and survey stage has been com-
pleted and the execution stage is about to begin.7 8  Recertification should
continue, however, until the renewal project is in the hands of the re-
developer. 79 When projects overlap, a certified Workable Program must
be in effect at each of the four stages of each project.80
Meeting the neighborhood analyses, administrative organization, and
financing requirements of the Workable Program presents few difficulties.8 '
To meet the comprehensive community plan requirement, the municipality
71 HHFA PROGRAM FOR COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT 6. This willingness is often
a direct result of a desire to receive the federal funds.
72 Id. at 4. See generally Rhyne, The Workable Progranm-A Challenge for
Community Improvement, 25 LAW & CONTEMP. PROB. 685 (1960).
73 See 3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 40-2-3, at 1-2 (April 19, 1960).
74 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 16, § 12010 (1956).
75 See HHFA, PROGRAM FOR COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT 16.
7 6 Id. at 6.
7 7 Id. at 6, 17.
78 See Housing Act of 1949, § 101(c), added by Housing Act of 1954, § 303, 68
Stat. 623, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1451(c) (Supp. 1961); 1 URBAN RENEWAL
MANUAL § 2-1, at 1 (Dec. 11, 1961); Interview With James Sweeney, Acting Area
Coordinator, Eastern Pa. Section, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Feb. 5, 1962.
79 See HHFA, PROGRAM FOR COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT 6, 17.
80 Interview With James Sweeney, sitpra note 78.
81 Neighborhood analysis requires examination of the condition of housing and
facilities within the community, delineation of logical neighborhood boundaries, investi-
gation into the causes of blight and the need for various types of renewal in each
neighborhood, and recommendations for programming necessary renewal activities.
See HHFA, PROGRAM FOR COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT 28-30.
The administrative organization and financing requirements are met simply by
demonstrating that an administrative organization is available to put the program
into action and supervise its completion and that sufficient finances are available for
the effectuation of all elements of the Workable Program. See id. at 30-36.
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must prepare land-use, thoroughfare, and public facilities plans to be ap-
proved by the local planning commission. Zoning and subdivision ordi-
nances must be enacted, although this would ordinarily be part of the
codes and ordinances requirement.8 2  URA does not seem to have estab-
lished specific standards of comprehensive planning quality which, if not
met, would result in denial of certification. Only when a comprehensive
plan is totally unreasonable is disapproval likely. The effect of this loose
recertification policy is to leave control of planning at the local level,
thereby permitting the municipality to ignore the planning, land-use, and
housing problems of the surrounding area. Perhaps a county plan,
fashioned by the County Redevolopment Authority or the county planning
commission,8 3 would better serve planning and renewal goals by considering
the needs of the county or region as a whole. While such needs may be
considered when the County Commissioners approve various aspects of the
project8 4 or when action is taken by the Redevelopment Authority, no
definitive information is available, in the absence of a county-wide com-
prehensive plan or housing study, from which informed conclusions can
be drawn.
After the housing needs of families who will be displaced by renewal
activity have been determined, the relocation requirement of the Workable
Program is satisfied by preparation of a plan to provide the additional
housing necessary over a two-year period and also by preparation of long-
range relocation plans."5 Successful effectuation of relocation requirements
throughout the renewal process may prove difficult for a community,
especially in the suburban areas, where decent housing for minority groups
and low-income families is scarce. Yet if the basis for slum clearance is
concern for the families living in the slums, solution of the relocation
problem would seem to be central to successful renewal. While there is
no explicit indication that the relocation element is judged more strictly
than other elements of the Workable Program, relocation must be scru-
tinized more closely than any of the other elements,88 because of the
relocation report requirement in Part I of the Application for Loan and
Grant,87 because relocation is an integral part of the execution stage of the
82 Id. at 24, 25.
83 A county planning commission has the power to plan on a county-wide basis.
See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 16, § 2001 (1956). The Redevelopment Authority does not
seem to possess such power. See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1709 (Supp. 1961).
84 See notes 174-75, 181-94 infra and accompanying text.
85 See HHFA, PROGRAM FOR COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT 36-38. These plans
must include not only the needs of residents to be displaced as a result of renewal,
but also the needs of those families displaced because of other governmental activity,
such as code enforcement, construction of new public facilities, and street and highway
projects. See id. at 12.
86 See Interview With LeRoy A. Smith, Deputy Regional Director, then Re-
location Officer, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Sept. 13, 1961.
87 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 4-2-1, at 4 (Dec. 4, 1961), § 16-1, at 1-2
(May 16, 1962), § 16-2-1 at 1-4 (May 16, 1962).
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project,88 and because of the sensitivity of the relocation problem through-
out the entire process.
The requirement most easily met is that of citizen participation. An
advisory committee, representative of the community, and a special com-
mittee to study minority group housing problems must be appointed.89
The membership of the special committee must include adequate minority
group representation." Since completion of the Workable Program may
take considerable time, there may be periods during which the need for
citizen activity is minimal. If the inactivity persists long enough, citizen
interest is likely to fall off. The likelihood of such stagnation increases
whenever there is a time lapse between completion of one project and
the beginning of another. Even if only one project is contemplated, it is
desirable to continue citizen interest in planning and blight prevention so
that future renewal will be unnecessary. Because of the greater probability
that there will either be only one project or that there will be a time lapse
between projects in a suburban area, maintenance of citizen interest may be
a problem peculiar to small municipalities as compared to the urban centers
where projects overlap in time. Perhaps the members of the municipal
planning commission, which is a continuing body of influential citizens
necessarily interested in the physical welfare of the community, ought to
be designated as the citizen advisory committee.91
Adoption of codes and ordinances, including housing, building, plumb-
ing, electrical, and fire prevention codes, is the final element in preparation
of a Workable Program9 2 This element is also part of the community
requirements in the Final Project Report, Part I of the Application for
Loan and Grant, that is, it is a project requirement as well as an element
of the Workable Program.
9 3
Usually, substantial problems arise only in the adoption of housing
codes which regulate housing use by establishing minimum requirements
of maintenance, occupancy, and utilities and facilities, in contrast to other
codes and ordinances which regulate the construction, alteration, and
maintenance of buildings as structures but do not prescribe minimum
conditions for buildings as living quarters.9 4 Although there may be some
88 See notes 211-76 infra and accompanying text.
89 See HHFA, PROGRAM FOR COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT 38-40. Continuing pub-
licity of program activities and full opportunity for citizen participation, particularly
participation of residents in an affected area, are essential. See id. at 40-43.
90 See id. at 39.
9 1 Interview With John Mewha, Technician, Delaware County Redevelopment
Authority, in Media, Pa., June 20, 1961.
92 See HHFA, PROGRAM FOR COMMa UNITY IMPROVEMENT 20-23; 1 URBAN RE-
NEWAL MANUAL § 2-3, at 1 (Feb. 1, 1960).
Zoning and subdivision ordinances are not included within the codes and ordinances
portion of the Workable Program, but in the Comprehensive Community Plan por-
tion, possibly because such ordinances must be based on the plan. See HHFA,
PROGRAM FOR COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT 8-9, 25-26.
9See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 2-3, at 1 (Feb. 1, 1960).
94 See U.S. HOUSING AND HOME FINANCE AGENCY, ADvIsoRY BULL. No. 1, CODES
AND ORDINANCES 6-7 (1958); BUREAU OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, PA. DeP'T OF
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question concerning the constitutionality of housing codes in Pennsyl-
vania,95 the existence of such codes in the state for at least seven years "
without attack seems to indicate that their constitutionality has been gen-
erally accepted, not only by government officials who administer programs
which involve the codes, 97 but even by those opposed to the codes.
98
Housing codes have been uniformly upheld elsewhere. 99 Actually, the
situation is complicated by the existence of different classes of munici-
palities, each the object of a different grant of power by the legislature,100
and by the lack of explicit legislative authorization for the enactment of
housing codes in suburban municipalities. The legislative authorization for
COMsMERCE, PUBLICATION No. 8, BUILDING AND HOUSING CODES 27-30. See generally
Guandolo, Housing Codes in Urban Renewal, 25 GEo. WASH. L. REv. 1 (1956), Note,
Municipal Housing Codes, 69 HARV. L. REV. 1115 (1956).
95 In Rosenblum v. City of Sharon, 14 Pa. D. & C.2d 188 (C.P. 1957), a trial
court declared a housing-code-type ordinance unconstitutional for failure to establish
adequate provisions for notice and hearing.
96 See PHH.ADELPIAl, PA., CODE OF GENERAL ORDINANCES 450 (1956).
97 See PA. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, BUREAU OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PUBLI-
CATION 7, COMMUNITY RENEWAL 6-7 (undated); PA. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, BUREAU
OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PUBLICATION 8, BUILDING AND HOUSING CODES 27-48
(undated) ; Interview With Robert A. Cox, Jr., then Regional Field Representative,
Southeastern Region, Pa. Dep't of Commerce Bureau of Community Development,
in Philadelphia, Aug. 1, 1961; Interview With John Mewha, Technician, Delaware
County Redevelopment Authority, in Media, Pa., June 20, 1961; Interview With
J. Harvey Shillingford, Executive Director, Montgomery County Redevelopment
Authority, in Ardmore, Pa., July 10, 1961.
98 But see Interview With Mrs. Dorothy Montgomery, Managing Director,
Phila. Housing Ass'n, in Philadelphia, June 9, 1961. Mrs. Montgomery stated that
a number of township solicitors in suburban municipalities take the position that
enactment of housing codes is either unconstitutional or not within the delegated
power of the particular municipality, perhaps in an effort to delay code enactment
for political reasons.
In Bristol Borough, Bucks County, one property owner is seeking to enjoin
enforcement of a Borough Housing Appeals Board order that his property be de-
molished. The bill is based on three grounds: that the housing code and enforcement
of the order impose a restriction on his use of property in violation of the fourteenth
amendment, that boroughs in Pennsylvania do not have the authority to enact housing
codes, and that his property is not in such a state of disrepair as to require demolition.
Interview With Edwin Popkin, Bristol Borough Solicitor, in Bristol Borough, Pa.,
Feb. 7, 1962.
99 See Fordham and Upson, Constitutionul Status of Hozsing Codes and Related
Measures, in NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOUSING AND REDEVELOP0MENT OFFICIALS,
THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF HOUSING CODES 54 (1961).
Only one case involving an actual housing code has reached the Supreme Court:
Ohio ex rel. Eaton v. Price, 364 U.S. 263 (1960) (per curian). The Court was
evenly divided on whether a housing code which provides that failure to allow proper
officials to inspect a home may result in criminal prosecution is constitutional. The
inspectors in this instance had failed, on demand, to show any credentials to the home
owner. 364 U.S. at 265-66. Four Justices voted to affirm the state court's holding
of constitutionality on the basis of Frank v. Maryland, 359 U.S. 360 (1959), in which
a homeowner's arrest for failure to permit inspection for rats without a search warrant,
based on a neighbor's complaint and pursuant to a municipal ordinance, was held not
to be a denial of due process. The four Justices who voted to reverse urged that
where there is no apparent inspection pattern, and perhaps even where there is such
a pattern, the recalcitrance of a homeowner should be met by a search warrant, not
criminal prosecution. 364 U.S. at 270-72.
1 00 See Third Class City Code, PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, §§ 35101-39932 (1957,
Supp. 1961); The Borough Code, PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, §§45001-49314 (1957,
Supp. 1961); Second Class Township Code, PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, §§ 65101-67201
(1957, Supp. 1960).
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each class of municipality must be pieced together from separate statutory
provisions. 011 That there is sufficient legislative authorization is accepted
by government agencies involved in renewal. 10 2 However, there are in-
dications that the existence of legislative authorization is not accepted by
everyone concerned with the problem, and that this may be a reason for
the failure to enact housing codes and effectively enforce them. 1 3
Because housing codes are required by the federal program, 0 4 munic-
ipalities wishing to participate must enact them. But fear of illegality and
possible litigation may tend to impair the effectiveness of enforcement.
URA has apparently set no concrete standards of enforcement with which
the municipality must comply, but instead, in determining whether to
recertify a Workable Program, relies on fluid minimums.0 5 The normal
procedure for determining whether there is an active program of enforce-
ment is to compare the enforcement statistics in the current Workable
Program with those in prior submissions. If it appears that the program
may be unsatisfactory, spot checks are made. Because of limited personnel,
whether this is done depends on the URA Regional Office workload at
the time. ° 6  In determining whether enforcement is sufficient, URA
101 All municipalities except first class townships are given authority to enact
and enforce ordinances regulating construction, repair, occupation, maintenance, sani-
tation, lighting, ventilation, toilet facilities, use, and inspection of all buildings. See
PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, § 4101 (1957). Cities of the third class, that is, all cities
other than Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Scranton, are specifically authorized to enact
similar ordinances dealing particularly with dwellings. See Third Class City Code,
PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, § 39130 (1957). The Boards of Health or City Councils of
such cities may abate public nuisances, which include building conditions deemed
detrimental to public health. See Third Class City Code, PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53,
§§ 37320, 39140 (1957). Borough Boards of Health have similar powers to abate
nuisances. See The Borough Code, PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, § 48208 (1957).
Townships of the first class are given powers with respect to dwellings substan-
tially similar to those powers included in the general grant of authority from which
such townships were excepted. Compare The First Class Township Code, PA. STAT.
ANN. tit. 53, § 56519 (1957), with PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, § 4101 (1957). There is
also a similar grant of authority to second class townships. See Second Class Town-
ship Code, PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, § 65751 (1957). Both classes of townships have
nuisance abatement powers. See First Class Township Code, PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53,
§ 56526 (1957) ; Second Class Township Code, PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, § 66958 (1957).
102 See note 97 supra.
103 See DELAWARE COUNTY DIsTRIcT, HEALTH AND WELFARE COUNCIL, INC.,
FINAL REPORT: DELAWARE COUNTY COMMUNITY HEALTH AND HOSPITAL STUDY 53
(1961) ; Interview With Mrs. Rita Darnowsky, former Chairman, Housing Com-
mittee, West Chester, Chester County, League of Women Voters, at Tanguy, Pa.,
Aug. 23, 1961. The League was instrumental in securing adoption of a housing code
by the Borough of West Chester.
104 See notes 69-72, 92-93 supra and accompanying text.
10 5 Interview With George Feltovitch, then Acting Area Coordinator, Eastern
Pa. Section, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Aug 25, 1961; Interview With Michael
Perlstein, Acting Codes and Regulations Specialist, URA Region II, in Philadelphia,
Sept. 5, 1961. Mr. Feltovitch added that no problem will arise if a municipality
adopts a model code, such as those prepared by the American Public Health Ass'n
or the National Institute of Municipal Law Officers.
106 Enforcement inspections would be made by a specialist in codes and ordinances,
whereas the usual contact between URA and the municipality at this stage is main-
tained by the Field Representative. See Interview With George Feltovitch, then
Area Coordinator, Eastern Pa. Section, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Aug. 25,
1961.
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differentiates between enforcement in the project area and its environs,
where URA standards are stricter, and enforcement in the rest of the
community, where a lesser degree of compliance is required.' 7 In the
latter areas, greater deference is given to the municipal policy of enforce-
ment, so long as the barest minimums are met. URA does not consider
itself in a position to impose its concepts of enforcement outside the renewal
area, although it clearly has the power. In addition to the power of
persuasion, 0 8 URA may impose its standard by refusing to recertify the
Workable Program or even by refusing to approve the project.0 9 While
withholding of project approval has never been so used, recertification has
been refused in a few cases until URA standards were met.
110
Political pressure from those opposed to the enforcement of the hous-
ing code and the possibility of displacing residents in the areas affected are
two practical problems facing the community. Either may determine
whether a community will initiate a renewal project, its willingness to
continue after discovery of URA's expectations, or the degree of strictness
with which it will enforce its codes.
Although experience with housing codes in the Philadelphia suburban
area is limited,"' it is apparent that political pressure has controlled the
degree of enforcement in communities not yet undertaking renewal."
2
While it is unclear whether such influence is more effective in the smaller
community, urban resistance to political influence seems more likely since
urban renewal usually appears more necessary and those advocating re-
newal are often more aware and articulate.
Extensive displacement of residents as a result of strict enforcement
of the housing code is a possible factor, but such displacement rarely
occurs because the existence of this possibility is apparently weighed by
URA in determining what degree of strictness will be required. 1 3 When
107 Ibid.
108 Ibid.; Interview With Michael Perlstein, Acting Codes and Regulations
Specialist, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Sept. 5, 1961.
109 Interviews cited note 108 supra.
110 Ibid.
111 As of early 1962, only five suburban municipalities had enacted housing codes.
See Bristol Borough, Bucks County, Pa., Ordinance 600, May 8, 1961; Bristol Town-
ship, Bucks County, Pa., Ordinance 372, May 17, 1961; Lower Merion Township,
Montgomery County, Pa., Ordinance 1360, Sept. 20, 1961; Borough of West Chester,
Chester County, Pa., Housing Ordinance, March 26, 1958. Darby Township, Delaware
County, site of the Hook Road Redevelopment Projects, also has enacted a housing
code in compliance with the Workable Program requirements. See Interview With
John Mewha, Technician, Delaware County Redevelopment Authority, in Media, Pa.,
Feb. 16, 1962.
112 In one suburban municipality, the first prosecution for a housing code violation,
as ordered by the housing inspector, was brought against a large contributor to the
political party in power. The court fined the violator $50 and allowed him an addi-
tional seventy days in which to make repairs. While the very fact of prosecution in
this case is considered a victory for those residents and officials who favor strict
enforcement, it is thought that the leniency with which the violator was treated
resulted from his position as a party backer. The person revealing this information
requested that neither he nor the municipality be identified.
113 Interview With Michael Perlstein, Acting Codes and Regulations Specialist,
URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Sept. 5, 1961.
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an area is slated for clearance in the immediate future, though, premature
displacement should be considered.114 Since facilities violations are more
common than violations of occupancy standards through overcrowding, the
relocation problem is not as acute as it might otherwise be." 5 Nevertheless,
because meeting facilities requirements often entails substantial expense, an
expense which a resident-owner might not be able to afford, or which a
landlord might try to pass on to his tenants by raising rentals to a level
beyond their means, some displacement may be caused."16
The housing code requirement and URA treatment of it are illustra-
tive of aspects of the Workable Program which have evoked conflicting
criticism. One is that the Workable Program is nothing more than "a
lot of verbiage with little substance" which leaves the municipality essen-
tially on its own."17 The other is that the Workable Program is a device
by which the federal government makes an unwarranted intrusion into
local affairs."18 If the Workable Program forces municipalities to take some
action toward solving municipal problems before federal aid is given, the
Program seems justified. Its requirements are only justified, however,
so long as their underlying policies are not reduced to formalistic labels.
3. Application for Loan and Grant: Part I
a. Federal Requirements
Once the Workable Program is certified and the Application for Survey
and Planning Advances is approved, federal funds are advanced under a
Contract for Planning Advance for the preparation of the survey and
planning elements which comprise a major part of the Application for
Loan and Grant Contract.119 These funds must be repaid with interest at
the current federal rate from any project funds which become available to
the LPA.120  While it is unclear whether there is a legal obligation to
114 An additional problem is the unwillingness of owners in a prospective re-
development area to repair homes which eventually will be demolished. This is quite
similar to the problems encountered when the renewal technique of reconditioning is
used. For a discussion of the need for owner cooperation in rehabilitation, see notes
340-41 infra and accompanying text.
15 Interview With Michael Perlstein, mipra note 113.
116 See Osgood & Zwerner, Rehabilitation and Conservation, 25 LAW & CONTEMP.
PROB. 705, 721 (1960).
117 Interview with a former URA official who requested that his name not be
used in connection with this statement.
118 A planning official in a suburban municipality preparing a Workable Program
stated off the record that municipal officials would object if required to adopt an
electrical code merely to satisfy the Workable Program requirement. These officials
considered inspections by electrical underwriters whose approval was a prerequisite
to the furnishing of power by the electric company to be adequate.
119 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 4-1-1, at 1 (June 25, 1962) ; 2 URBAN RE-
NEWAL MANUAL § 17-2-1, at 1-2 (Dec. 4, 1961).
1-0 Housing Act of 1949, § 102(d), 63 Stat. 415, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 1451(d)
(1958); 2 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 17-2-1, at 1-2 (Dec. 4, 1961).
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repay when no project is undertaken after the survey and planning work
is completed, URA practice does not require such repayment.',
During preparation of Part I of the Application for Loan and Grant,
the LPA finally determines the exact nature and scope of the project and
completes the detailed organizational planning necessary for execution.
In order that the expenses of the preparation be included in the Gross
Project Cost and thus made eligible for subsidization, -m and in order that
the project itself may be approved, the LPA- must comply with minute
federal criteria. For an area to qualify for clearance and redevelopment,
either more than 50% of the structures must be substandard or more than
20% must be substandard and substantial clearance of other structures
must be needed to remove blighting influences.' 23 In addition, either an
existing area or the proposed re-use must be predominantly residential.124
This requirement is subject to certain exceptions; 125 for example, 30%o
of the aggregate capital grants authorized may be used for nonresidential
renewal projects 126 in blighted commercial or industrial areas.
Among the materials required in Part I are: a Report on Minority
Group Considerations describing the housing to be made available to
displaced minority group residents;1-7 a Relocation Report;' 12 8 a Report
on Planning Proposals containing zoning changes, maps, and data for
determining land uses, street modifications, and the adequacy of zoning
changes; 129 the Project Area Report from which URA determines whether
the requisite substandard structures are present and whether the area is
predominantly residential; 130 Legal Data including a resolution of the
121 Interview With George Feltovitch, then Acting Area Coordinator, Eastern
Pa. Section, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Aug. 25, 1961.
122 See 2 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 31-1-1, at 1-2, Exhibit A (March 8, 1961),
§31-2-1, at 1 (Dec. 4, 1961).
123 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 10-1, at 2 (Dec. 4, 1961). Nonstructural
blighting influences include inadequate street layout, incompatible land uses, excessive
density of buildings and dwelling units, obsolete structures, and other hazards to
community health and safety. Ibid. See generally id. at 1-2 (Dec. 4, 1961), at 3
(Oct. 11, 1960), § 3-1, at 1-2 (Nov. 22, 1960).
'24 Housing Act of 1949, § 110(c), 63 Stat. 420, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1460
(c) (Supp. 1961); see 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 3-2, at 1-2 (July 15, 1960),
at 3-4 (Jan. 26, 1961).
125 For open land exceptions, see 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 3-2, at 3-4
(May 24, 1962), at 5 (Feb. 1, 1960).
When an educational institution or hospital is in or near a renewal area, and
the municipal governing body determines that by making land available to such
institution or hospital, by providing a neighborhood compatible with the needs of such
institution or hospital, or both, the public welfare will be promoted, federal grants
for the project may be extended without regard to the residential character or re-use
requirement. See Housing Act of 1949, § 112, added by Housing Act of 1959, § 418,
73 Stat. 677, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1463 (Supp. 1961); 1 URBAN RENEWAL
MANUAL § 3-2, at 4 (May 24, 1962).
126 See Housing Act of 1949, § 110(c), amended by Housing Act of 1954, § 311,
68 Stat. 627, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1460(c) (Supp. 1961) ; 1 URBAN RENEWAL
MANUAL § 3-2, at 3-4 (May 24, 1962).
127 1 URBAN RENEVAL MANUAL § 10-4-2, at 3 (June 5, 1962).
128 See id. § 16-1, at 1-2 (May 16, 1962), § 16-2-1, at 1-4 (May 16, 1962).
129 See id. § 10-4-2, at 2-3 (June 5, 1962).
130 See id. § 10-4-2, at 1-2 (June 5, 1962) ; note 124 supra and accompanying text.
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governing body of the LPA-here, the County Commissioners-authoriz-
ing the filing of the Application, and LPA counsel memoranda asserting
that everything is in accord with state and local law; reports on land
acquisition, project improvements, land disposal, cost estimate and financ-
ing; Data on Conservation or Reconditioning, if any; and the Urban
Renewal Plan.'
3 '
The most complex item is the Urban Renewal Plan which details:
project boundaries; proposed renewal action; proposed land use with
accompanying map; regulations and restrictions on the sale, lease, reten-
tion, or use of all real property to be acquired; conservation or recondi-
tioning standards for property not to be acquired; and the redeveloper's
obligations. 32 The LPA must justify its Urban Renewal Plan in the
Report on Planning Proposals. 33
Preparation of Part I is under the official control of the LPA. How-
ever, the actual work seems to be done on the municipal level with the
Redevelopment Authority acting in a supervisory and advisory capacity,
probably because the municipality must ultimately decide whether the
project is satisfactory to it.
Preparation is difficult for the smaller Pennsylvania community. Al-
though administrative regulations provide for submission of Part I within
eighteen months after approval of the initial budget portion of the Appli-
cation for Survey and Planning Advances,'3 4 URA has extended this time
limit when difficulties in preparation have been encountered. 35 Difficulties
arise because of the detailed technical nature of many of the required
materials which often can only be prepared and understood by professional
planners. 36 In most instances, a small community will not have employed
an adequate number of planning personnel on a full-time basis prior to
renewal, 37 despite the generally accepted notion that a municipality should
maintain its own full-time planning staff.' 38 Nor is it likely that such
personnel will be hired during the renewal process. Since the desire for
a professional staff is unlikely to extend beyond the project period, so
that such a position is rather insecure, and since the municipality is often
unwilling to compensate for the insecurity with a higher salary, planners
'3' See id. § 4-2-1, at 3-4 (Dec. 4, 1961), at 5 (Oct. 11, 1960).
132 See id. § 10-3-2, at 1 (Nov. 22, 1960), at 3-4 (July 1, 1962), at 5 (May 5,
1962).
'33 See id. § 10-4-2, at 2-3 (March 8, 1961).
134 See 2 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 31-1-1, at 1 (March 8, 1961).
135 Interview With George Feltovitch, then Acting Area Coordinator, Eastern
Pa. Section, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Aug. 30, 1961.
1363ee 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 4-1-1, at 1-2 (June 25, 1962), at 3-4
(Nov. 11, 1960), § 10-3-2, at 1-2 (Nov. 22, 1960), at 3-4 (July 1, 1962), at 5 (June 5,
1962), § 10-4-1, at 1-2 (June 5, 1962).
137 See Interviews With J. Harvey Shillingford, Executive Director, Montgomery
County Redevelopment Authority, in Ardmore, Pa., July 10 and Aug. 15, 1961.
138 Interview With Morton Lustig, Government Consulting Service of the Fels
Institute of Local and State Government at the University of Pennsylvania, in Phila-
delphia, August 16, 1961.
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are reluctant to accept such a position when greater security at equivalent
salary is available elsewhere. 139 To meet this difficulty, communities con-
tract with professional planning consultants to assist in the preparation of
Part I. In counties having an active planning commission with a complete
professional staff, this staff may be used in some or all of the preparation,
but on a cost rather than a profit-making basis.1 40  But if a number of
municipalities within such counties are undertaking renewal projects, even
the county planning staffs may be inadequate for the demand. As an
alternative, university-affiliated non-profit consulting services may be
used.141
Using consultants as the sole planners rather than using them to
supplement a full-time municipal planning staff has been severely criticized.
The use of consultants hired on a short-term basis to complete a single
project tends to prevent the creation and implementation of a continuous,
long-term planning program.142  So long as consultants are unwilling to
demand employment only on a long-term basis, continuity is virtually
impossible.143 The use of consultants has also been blamed for needless
delay in the preparation of Part I. A former URA official contends that
in a majority of cases a maximum of six to twelve months is sufficient for
the preparation, yet the LPA often allows the URA maximum of
eighteen months to enable the consulting firm to spread out its workload
and stabilize the size of its staff.144  Whatever increase in efficiency and
economy is gained by spreading out may be outweighed by the social utility
of completing a project in the shortest possible time. The basic problem
is one which appears throughout suburban renewal, namely, a lack of
planning expertise on the part of both the LPA and the municipality.
After the LPA has authorized filing of the Application,'1 45 the Appli-
cation is examined step-by-step and word-by-word by various URA de-
partments to determine whether it has met the detailed procedural and
substantive requirements. The suburban lack of expertise in meeting the
procedural standards is again manifest with a resultant delay in renewal.
This problem differs, however, from that encountered during the prepara-
tion of the substantive elements of Part I and cannot be alleviated by a
full-time planner on the municipal staff, or by the use of professional
planning consultants, for even professional planners find difficulty in the
139 See Interviews With J. Harvey Shillingford, supra note 137.
140 See MoNTGOMERY COUNTY REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, URBAN RENEWAL
ASSISTANCE PROGRAm 4 (undated) (mimeo).
141 One such service is the Government Consulting Service of the Fels Institute
of Local and State Government at the University of Pennsylvania, in Philadelphia.
142 Interview With Morton Lustig, supra note 138. Even a few members of
planning consultant firms acknowledged, off the record, the validity of this criticism.
143 Ibid.
144 Interviews With George Feltovitch, then Acting Area Coordinator, Eastern
Pa. Section, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, July 30 and Nov. 25, 1961; see Inter-
view With J. Harvey Shillingford, supra note 137.
145 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 4-2-1, at 5 (Oct. 11, 1960).
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formalism of Part I. 146 The problem arises from unfamiliarity with the
technicalities involved and can only be solved by lengthy experience in the
field. As a result, urban renewal consulting firms staffed by men familiar
with URA procedures, either because they are former URA employees or
former municipal redevelopment employees, have been formed. Since there
is a shortage of experienced, qualified renewal planners, staffing of con-
sultant firms and state and local governmental agencies has been accom-
plished partly by raiding URA.1 47 It has been said that the formalistic
requirements are so strictly enforced because the URA turnover is so
great that the personnel do not become sufficiently familiar with the pro-
cedures to know which can be relaxed without endangering the program.
148
After examination by the Operations Section to determine whether
proper form has been followed, appropriate language has been used, all
necessary parts have been attached, and LPA approval, often after many
revisions, has been given, the Application is circulated among the technical
sections of URA-Planning, Land Acquisition, Disposition, Relocation,
Fiscal-to determine whether the substantive requirements have been met.
The Planning Section checks the Urban Renewal Plan to see if it
conforms to the Workable Program. It also checks to see if the area meets
the eligibility requirements and is appropriate for the proposed use accord-
ing to the Urban Renewal Manual. The Plan is not judged against some
standard of "good" planning, for such a standard does not seem to exist.
Whether the Plan is the result of poor planning is not even considered,
unless the Plan is clearly unreasonable.
149
The Land Acquisition and Land Disposition Sections apparently re-
view the LPA's estimates of land acquisition cost in the renewal area and
disposal proceeds from the sale of project land after clearance. 150 The
estimates are based primarily on the first of two appraisals of acquisition
cost and disposal proceeds required by URA, one by an appraiser appointed
by the LPA, the second, after approval of Part I, by an appraiser desig-
nated by the Regional Administrator of HHFA.151 Whenever there is a
140 Interview With William F. Harkins, Jr., Harkins & Alvare, Planning Con-
sultants, in Flourtown, Pa., September 13, 1961; Interview With William Kaplan
and Jack Kirchhoff, Planning Dept., Jack M. Kendree & Co., Planning Consultants,
in Philadelphia, Aug. 28, 1961.
147 See Interview With J. Harvey Shillingford, supra note 137. Even during
the nine month period of this study, a substantial number of URA staff members
interviewed by the authors moved to new positions.
148 Ibid.
149 Interview With Bud Skelly, Community Planner, URA Region II, in Phila-
delphia, Sept. 18, 1961.
150 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 13-3, at 1-2 (April 19, 1960), at 3-4
(Feb. 1, 1960), § 14-2-2, at 2 (July 3, 1961). The Land Disposition Section also
reviews land use and marketability surveys obtained prior to the estimate of the
proceeds from sale. See id. § 14-2-2, at 2 (July 3, 1961); Interview With James
Lyons, then Assistant Head, Land Disposition Section, URA Region II, in Phila-
delphia, Sept. 5, 1961.
151 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 13-2-1, at 1 (July 15, 1960), § 13-3, at 1-2
(April 19, 1960), at 3-4 (Feb. 1, 1960), § 14-1-2, at 1 (Nov. 22, 1960), § 14-2-2, at 2
(July 3, 1961), § 14-2-3, at 1-2 (Feb. 1, 1960) ; Interview With James Lyons, supra
note 150.
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difference between the appraisers' valuations and the LPA estimate, the
LPA must explain and justify it.152
Relocation is considered the most sensitive aspect of renewal by URA.
Adequate relocation housing was required in the original federal enabling
legislation, 153 and the tone of administrative procedures in the Urban
Renewal Manual indicates its importance.154 The relocation data submitted
in Part I must contain statistics on area families including family size, 55
income,5 6 and color,157 and on available housing.'5 8  The statistics, at
least as to relocation housing available to minority groups, must be con-
fined to "the community." 159 "Community" is interpreted by URA as
the municipality in which renewal will occur, except that where there is
a residence pattern which crosses municipal boundaries, the broader area
may be considered "the community." '10 If there is any doubt about com-
pliance with substantive requirements, field visits are made, and sometimes
the information submitted is verified by other groups in the area.161 Field
inspection may also establish whether the required consultation with
minority group leaders to assure them a voice in relocation planning has
been made.16 2 URA does not hesitate to delay approval of Part I when
relocation proposals are deficient. And such a deficiency is likely to affect
recertification of the Workable Program.
The Application finally goes to the Fiscal Department which deals
with administrative costs and inspection fees. It then formulates the
budget for the entire project. Project expenses will have been reviewed
previously by the other sections and will be reexamined by Fiscal only if
there is doubt about the validity of a particular cost. While certain items
may be discussed with the LPA and reduced either by Fiscal or another
technical section, no Application has ever been rejected for an oversized
budget. If conflict over a particular item arises between Fiscal and another
152 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 13-3, at 1-2 (April 19, 1960), at 4 (Feb. 1,
1960), § 14-2-2, at 3 (July 15, 1960); Interview With James Lyons, supra note 150.
153 See Housing Act of 1949, §105(c), 63 Stat. 417, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
§1455(c) (1958).
154 Compare 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 16 with id. §§ 13-14.
155 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 16-2-2, at 1-2 (May 16, 1962), Exhibit A
(July 12, 1962); Interview With LeRoy A. Smith, Deputy Regional Director, then
Relocation Officer, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Sept. 13, 1961.
156 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 16-2-2 at 1 (May 16, 1962), Exhibit A
(July 12, 1962).
'57 See id. § 16-1, at 1 (May 16, 1962).
158 See id. § 16-2-1, at 2 (May 16, 1962).
159Id. § 10-1, at 1-2 (Dec. 4, 1961).
160 Interviews With LeRoy A. Smith, Deputy Regional Director, then Relocation
Officer, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Sept. 13 and Dec. 11, 1961. The residence
pattern in the area surrounding the Hook Road Project in Darby Township, Dela-
ware County, is such that the LPA's search for available relocation housing need not
be confined to the municipality. Ibid.
161 Interview With LeRoy A. Smith, Sept. 13, 1961, supra note 160.
162 Ibid.; see 1 URBAN RNENWAL MANUAL § 10-1, at 1 (Dec. 4, 1961).
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section, the item is submitted to the Regional Director's office for final
determination. 6 3
A federal statute provides that no limitation on the amount of financial
assistance to a particular LPA may be imposed except on the basis of
"urgency of need" and "feasibility." 164 This seems to have been intended
to prevent fragmentation of well-planned projects by rationing available
funds in a period when urban renewal funds were limited. 165 The statute
is presently cited as some authority for a URA policy which limits the
number of projects per LPA, regardless of the availability of funds, if URA
doubts the ability of the LPA to effectuate every project. A first Appli-
cation by a LPA, however, will not be questioned despite URA doubt. The
rationale for this practice is that it is not politically feasible to turn down an
LPA before it has had an opportunity to demonstrate its ability.
b. State Requirements
During preparation of the Application for Loan and Grant, the Re-
development Authority must not only comply with federal statutory and
administrative requirements, but must also follow procedures established in
state enabling legislation. The necessity of following these procedures is
reinforced by the Urban Renewal Manual requirement that the Urban
Renewal Plan comply with state and local law. 66
A basic problem arises because of the imprecise language used in the
state legislation. The statute requires the Redevelopment Authority to
prepare a redevelopment proposal for any area for which "the planning
commission" has made a redevelopment plan.167 But which commission,
county or local, is not specified. "Planning Commission" is defined as
"any planning commission established by law for a municipality of this
Commonwealth," while "The Planning Commission" is defined as "the
particular planning commission of the city or county in which a particular
Authority operates." 168 Yet neither "Planning Commission" nor "The
Planning Commission" is used anywhere in the statute; instead, "the plan-
ning commission" and "a planning commission" are used throughout.169
163 Interview With Arthur J. Burke, Fiscal Management Officer, URA Region
II, in Philadelphia, Sept. 8, 1961.
164 See Housing Act of 1949, § 103(c), added by Housing Act of 1959, § 405(3),
73 Stat. 672, 42 U.S.C. § 1453(c) (Supp. I, 1960).
165 See S. RE,. No. 924, 86th Cong., 1st Sess. (1959).
166 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 10-3-1, at 1 (Nov. 2, 1961).
167 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1710(a) (1949). The redevelopment area plan
may actually be prepared by the professional staff of the planning commission, the
technical staff of the Redevelopment Authority, a planning consultant, or any com-
bination of the three. See PA. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, BUREAU OF COmmIUNITY DE-
VELOPMENT PUBLICATION 7, COMMUNITY RENEWAL 36 (undated).
168 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1703(j) (1949).
169 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1710(e)-(g) (Supp. 1961) ; compare PA. STAT.
ANN. tit. 35, § 1703(n) (1949), wuith PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 1709(a), 1710(a),
-(b) (1949) ; compare PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1703(o) (1949), with PA. STAT. ANN.
tit. 35, §§ 1709(b), 1710(c) (Supp. 1961).
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This same ambiguity is present at the time of certification of the area for
redevelopment. In practice, state administrators have interpreted the
provision to mean the municipal planning commission,170 and at least one
consulting firm has operated accordingly.17 1 It is also not clear whether
the planning commission can veto the project by refusing to certify the
area as a redevelopment area, by refusing to draw up the plan, or by
refusing to approve the completed plan.172
In conformity with the redevelopment area plan, the Redevelopment
Authority prepares a redevelopment proposal for all or part of the area.
173
This proposal must be reviewed by "the planning commission" which cer-
tifies its recommendation of approval, rejection, or modification to the
County Commissioners who ultimately accept or reject the proposal, pro-
vided that the project municipality has not filed any objection.174 There
is no statutory indication whether "the planning commission" reviewing
is "the planning commission" which made the redevelopment area plan or
which certified the area as a redevelopment area. Since the County
Commissioners ultimately reject or approve the proposal, and since the
county planning commission 175 is a creature of and advisor to the Com-
missioners, it seems that the county planning commission is best suited to
review the proposal and make recommendations.
In one suburban county, although "the planning commission" is inter-
preted to mean the county planning commission, the problem is resolved
by having the county and municipal planning commissions each perform all
the functions required of "the planning commission." 176 Whenever there
is no municipal planning commission, the county commission acts alone.
177
In contrast, an adjacent suburban county interprets the phrase as signify-
ing the municipal planning commission and has its municipal planning
commission function alone. This means that the county planning commis-
sion could operate as "the planning commission" only if there were no
municipal commission. As long as that county's Redevelopment Authority
maintains its present policy of not undertaking renewal in a municipality
which does not have its own planning commission, the county planning
commission cannot operate in this area.
178
170 Interview With Robert A. Cox, Jr., then Regional Field Representative,
Southeastern Region, Pa. Dep't of Commerce, Bureau of Community Development,
in Philadelphia, Nov. 29, 1961; see PA. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, BUREAU OF COMmUNITY
DEVELOPMENT PU3LICATION 7, CoaMUNITy RENEWAL 33 (undated).
171 Interview With Michael Lonergan, of Walker & Murray, Urban Renewal
Consultants, in Philadelphia, Aug. 28, 1961.
172 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1710(a)-(d) (Supp. 1961).
173 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1710(d) (Supp. 1961).
174 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 1710(e), (h), 1703(f) (Supp. 1961).
175 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 1710(h), 1703(f) (Supp. 1961).
176 Interview With John Mewha, Technician, Delaware County Redevelopment
Authority, in Media, Pa., June 20, 1961.
'77 Ibid. This was true for the Hook Road Project in Darby Township which
had no township planning commission at the time. See Interview With William Davis,
Assistant Director, Delaware County Planning Commission, in Media, Pa., June 8,
1961.
178 Interview With J. Harvey Shillingford, Executive Director, Montgomery
County Redevelopment Authority, in Ardmore, Pa., July 10, 1961.
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Because of the URA requirement that state procedures be followed
before a project can be approved,"79 a URA interpretation of the relevant
state statute, while not strictly binding, might help to standardize local
practice and expedite satisfaction of this federal prerequisite. This the
URA has not done. Ordinarily, URA accepts redevelopment area plans
made by municipal planning commissions alone, by county commissions
alone, or by both jointly. Where the nonparticipating planning commission
is patently dissatisfied, URA will send the Application back for com-
promise.
180
A further problem is presented by the provision that the Redevelop-
ment Authority submit its redevelopment proposal to "the planning com-
mission" for review and recommendations prior to submission to the
County Commissioners."8 If the planning commission recommends modi-
fication, the statute is ambiguous as to whether the County Commissioners
have the option of adopting the original proposal or the modified proposal,
or whether they must confine themselves to one or the other.'
8 2
Many of these problems are peculiar to townships and boroughs, which
are not empowered by state statute to have their own Redevelopment
Authorities. 8 3 If they were, and if the present statutory definition of
"the planning commission" were modified to recognize this, there would
be little doubt that the proper planning commission would be that of the
municipality in which the particular Authority operated.
184
These statutory ambiguities which affect renewal in boroughs, town-
ships, or cities without Redevelopment Authorities may possibly reflect a
legislative approach which envisions renewal in the big city context with-
out considering other possibilities.
The exact meaning of the phrases "redevelopment area plan" and
"redevelopment proposal" has been left unsettled by the statutory defini-
tions.8 5 For URA purposes, the redevelopment area plan is equated with
179 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 3-I, at 1 (Nov. 22, 1960), § 4-2-1, at 5
(Oct. 11, 1960), Exhibits D, E (Nov. 22, 1960).
180 Interview With George Feltovitch, then Acting Area Coordinator, Eastern
Pa. Section, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Nov. 30, 1961.
181 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 1710(e)-(f), 1703(f) (Supp. 1961).
182 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1710(e)-(h) (Supp. 1961).
183 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit 35, § 1704(a) (1949).
184 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1703(j) (1949), quoted in text accompanying
note 168 supra. With the proposed addition in brackets, the statute would read:
"'The Planning Commission' shall mean the particular planning commission of the
city [, borough, township,] or county in which a particular Authority operates .... "
185 A redevelopment area plan is "a plan for the redevelopment of a redevelop-
ment area made by a planning commission in accordance with the provisions of sec-
tion ten of this act." PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1703(o) (1949). Section 10 of the
act, PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1710(c) (1949), states that a plan must include, but is
not limited to, such material as an area map, land use plan, population density figures,
building intensity, site plan, zoning changes, rehousing statement, financing statement,
and a statement of controls over the area. The redevelopment proposal is defined
as "a proposal, including a copy of the redevelopment area plan and supporting data
submitted for approval to the governing body by an Authority, for the redevelopment
of all or any part of a redevelopment area." PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1703(r) (Supp.
1961).
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the Urban Renewal Plan which must be submitted as part of the Applica-
tion for Loan and Grant. 88 Since under state interpretation of the area
plan a less detailed plan than the Urban Renewal Plan is sufficient, the
latter is definitely acceptable to the agency administering the state's renewal
subsidization program.' 8 7 The redevelopment proposal is understood by
both URA and the state to comprehend the Urban Renewal Plan and all
submissions relevant to it with an appropriate title.'88 Thus, satisfaction
of state requirements entails little, if any, additional expense or time beyond
that expended to secure URA approval of Part I.
Following submission of the redevelopment proposal to the County
Commissioners, usually after federal approval of Part I,1' 9 state legislation
requires that a public hearing be held by the Commissioners before they
approve or reject the proposal.' 00 Although the statute makes no provi-
sion for a public hearing by the governing body of the project municipality,
procedures set out by the Bureau of Community Development of the state
Department of Commerce provide that the municipal governing body also
hold a public hearing, but no sanctions for failure to comply with this
requirement are specified.1 9' Satisfaction of the state public hearing re-
quirement also satisfies the federal statutory requirement that a public
hearing be held before there is any project land acquisition.1 92
4. Application for Loan and Grant: Part II
For Part II of the Application for Loan and Grant, the Urban Re-
newal Plan itself must be approved by the governing bodies of the LPA-
here, the County Commissioners-and of the municipality in which the
renewal area is located. 93 A resolution of the municipal governing body
certifying that the relocation proposal is feasible and a resolution of the
LPA's governing body approving the conditions under which relocation
payments are to be made must also be submitted.19
186 Interview With J. Feeney, Legal Section, URA Region II, in Philadelphia,
Jan. 18, 1962.
187 Interview With Robert A. Cox, Jr., then Regional Field Representative,
Southeastern Region, Pa. Dep't of Commerce, Bureau of Community Development,
in Philadelphia, Nov. 30, 1961. For discussion of the Pennsylvania renewal assistance
program, see text accompanying notes 314-17 infra.
188 Interview With J. Feeney, supra note 186; Interview With Robert A. Cox,
Jr., supra note 187; Interview With Michael Lonergan, of Walker & Murray, Urban
Renewal Consultants, former Area Coordinator, Eastern Pa. Section, URA Region
II, in Philadelphia, Aug. 28, 1961.
189 Submission after federal approval eliminates the situation in which the com-
missioners approve the proposal only to have URA require changes which again have
to be approved on the county level.
190 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 1710(g), (h), § 1703(f) (Supp. 1961).
191 See PA. DEP'T OF COIUeMCE, BUREAU OF COMMUNiTY DEVELOPMENT BULL.
BCD-4, PROCEDURES FOR THE PA. DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 15 (undated).
192 See Housing Act of 1949, § 105(d), 63 Stat. 417, 42 U.S.C. § 1455(d) (1958).
'93 See Housing Act of 1949, § 105 (a), 63 Stat. 416, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
§ 1455 (a) (1958); 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 4-2-2, at 2 (April 20, 1962).
194 Ibid. Other items to be submitted in Part II include opinion of local counsel
concerning the Urban Renewal Plan, evidence of local grants-in-aid, affidavit of notice
of public hearing and excerpts from minutes of the hearing, and answers to all
questions raised by HHFA at the time of submission and approval of Part I. I/id.
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5. Contract for Loan and Grant
Upon approval of Part II, the Contract for Loan and Grant is entered
into by the LPA and the federal government. This Contract marks the
end of the planning stage and the beginning of the execution stage.
B. The Execution Stage
1. Working Capital
Since no capital grants are made to the LPA until at least 25% of
the project land (computed on the basis of estimated cost) has been ac-
quired,195 needed working capital must be obtained either through direct
federal loans 111 or through federally secured short-term private loans.
197
Most of the LPA loans-95% in the URA region studied-are privately
financed, primarily because the private interest rate is lower than the fed-
eral rate due to tax exemption for interest on local government obligations
like those issued to partially finance urban renewal projects. 98 Direct
federal loans are sought when the amount required is not large enough to
justify private financing-$200,000 is considered the minimum for a private
loan-or when there is insufficient time for private financing, 99 which
usually takes longer than a federal loan.200 The loans, federal or private,
are repaid with money received from capital grants under the Contract.
Once 25% of the project land has been acquired, periodic capital grant
progress payments up to 75% of the most recently approved total grant
estimate may be made.20 1. In rare instances progress payments up to
95% may be made if special conditions are met.
202
2. Acquisition
Shortly after the effective date of the Contract for Loan and Grant,
the LPA must submit to HHFA a progress schedule before negotiations
may be entered into for the acquisition of renewal property.2 0 3 This sched-
195 See Housing Act of 1949, § 106(c) (8), added by 66 Stat 98 (1952), as
amended, 42 U.S.C. § 1456(c) (8) (1958) ; 2 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 17-5-2, at 1
(April 8, 1960). The cost of land to be acquired does not include the cost of land
donated to the LPA. Ibid.
196 See Housing Act of 1949, § 102(a), as amended by Housing Act of 1954,
§ 304, 68 Stat. 624, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 1452(a) (1958); 2 URBAN RENEWAL
MANUAL § 17-6-3, at 1-2 (Feb. 1, 1960).
197 See Housing Act of 1949, § 102(c), 63 Stat. 415, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
§ 1452(c) (1958) ; 2 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 17-6-4, at 1 (May 24, 1962).
198 INT. REV. CODE OF 1954, § 103; Housing Act of 1949, § 102(g), 63 Stat. 416,
42 U.S.C. § 1452(g) (1958); Interview With Arthur J. Burke, Fiscal Management
Officer, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Sept. 8, 1961.
199 2 URBAN\ RENEWAL MANUAL § 17-6-3, at 1 (Feb. 1, 1960).
200 A federal loan can be obtained in approximately three weeks; private loans
may take much longer. Interview With George Feltovitch, then Acting Area Co-
ordinator, Eastern Pa. Section, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Aug. 25, 1961.
2012 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 17-5-2, at 1 (April 8, 1960).
2
0
2 Id. § 17-5-3, at 1-2 (March 8, 1961).
203 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 13-4-1, at 1 (July 15, 1960).
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ule must include proposed dates for completion and submission to HHFA
of the second acquisition appraisals and a form request for HHFA con-
currence in proposed maximum acquisition prices. 204  These prices must
represent the fair market value and must be justified if significantly differ-
ent from the first appraisals. 20 5 But usually it is on the basis of the first
appraisals by an LPA-designated appraiser and by an HHFA-approved
appraiser 206 that the LPA begins negotiations for acquisition. 20 7 If there
is agreement on a purchase price, and clear title can be given, no problems
arise; if not, the property is condemned. The Redevelopment Authority is
empowered to exercise the right of eminent domain in the same manner
as its governing body.208 The use of eminent domain to eliminate slum
areas has been held to be a valid taking for "public use." 209
If condemnation proceedings are instituted before negotiations, the
LPA must inform the property owners that it will negotiate before trial.2 10
If acquisition was not previously authorized by the LPA's governing body
at the time of submission of the schedule, the governing body must ap-
prove and authorize acceptance of any offer of sale resulting from nego-
tiation.21 1  Condemnation proceedings may be instituted by the LPA with-
out HHFA concurrence only after approval by the LPA's governing body,
provided that the LPA does not have title vested in it before final deter-
mination of compensation; a "quick-take" must be approved by HHFA.2 x
Until recently, title to property acquired through eminent domain by
a Redevelopment Authority in the suburban counties studied could not vest
until payment of the award.213 Thus, a project could be delayed by one
dissatisfied property owner litigating the amount of his award.214  As a
result, the statute was amended to vest title upon the filing of a bond for
at least the amount fixed by appraisers as the value of the property.
21 5
204 Id. at 1-2.
205 Id. at 1-3.
206 Id. § 13-2-1, at 1 (July 15, 1960), § 13-3, at 4 (Feb. 1, 1960); see note 151
.stpra and accompanying text
207 See id. § 13-1, at 1-2 (Feb. 1, 1960).
208 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1712 (1949).
209 Belovsky v. Redevelopment Authority, 357 Pa. 329, 338-39, 54 A.2d 277,
281-82 (1947); see Oliver v. Clairton, 374 Pa. 333, 98 A.2d 47 (1953). See also
Schenck v. Pittsburgh, 364 Pa. 31, 70 A.2d 612 (1950).
210 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 13-4-2, at 6 (June 5, 1962).
211 d. at 3.
212 See id. at 5-6.
213 Pa. Laws 1955, No. 130, § 2427.
214 Interview With Joseph W. DeFuria, Solicitor, Delaware County Redevelop-
ment Authority, in Chester, Pa., Aug. 14, 1961; Interview With Milton C. Sharp,
Esq., Attorney, Philadelphia Redevelopment Authority, in Philadelphia, Nov. 13,
1961. Acquisition in the Hook Road No. I Project in Darby Township, Delaware
County, was begun in 1956. 1956 DELAWARE COUNTY REDEVELOPMENT AUTHoRrrY
ANN. REP. Not until late in 1959, when litigation between the Redevelopment Au-
thority and a recalcitrant junkyard owner was concluded, could the acquisition stage
of the project be considered terminated and demolition completed. See Redevelop-
rnent Authority v. Carminatti, 21 Pa. D. & C.2d 85 (C.P. 1959); 1959 DELAwARE
COUNTY REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY ANN. REP.
2 1 5 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 16, § 2427 (Supp. 1961).
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3. Relocation
While the LPA will have made preliminary studies of available hous-
ing during preparation of Part I of the Contract for Loan and Grant,21
because of the fluctuating housing market and the delay between preparation
of Part I and acquisition, these studies are usually of little value by the
time of actual relocation. Thus, relocation preparations, such as inter-
viewing residents and finding and inspecting possible dwellings, must be
made almost immediately prior to acquisition2 17 According to the Urban
Renewal Manual, the LPA must bear the entire cost of the preparations,
since these preparations are not includible in the Gross Project Cost unless
performed subsequent to acquisition.2 1 8  In practice, however, URA has
permitted these activities before acquisition and has shared the cost.2 19
Avoidance of delay is accepted as a justification for the advance work.
220
However, actual URA assistance in relocation is rarely made available
until after acquisition. 22 1 This practice avoids criticism and possible
litigation by landlords whose tenants have left prior to acquisition due to
URA activity and prevents landlords from thereafter having to secure new
tenants who would also have to be relocated.222  It is made clear to the
residents that unless they remain in their present dwellings until acquisi-
tion, no assistance in finding new housing will be given 2 2 3 and no pay-
ments will be made for moving costs.224 These relocation policies are
also applied to resident owners,22 5 even though the possibility of landlord
criticism or litigation is not present and the likelihood that a resident
owner, after having moved, will find a tenant for his property may be less.
a. Standards
The federal statute requires that decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings
be provided at rentals or prices within the means of the displaced residents,
in areas not less desirable with respect to public utilities and public and
commercial facilities, and reasonably accessible to their places of em-
ploymnent.2 26  The relocation program in the Urban Renewal Manual is
216 See text accompanying notes 155-162 slipra.
217 See Interview With George Feltovitch, then Acting Area Coordinator, East-
ern Pa. Section, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Aug. 30, 1961.
218 See I URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 16-3-1, at 1 (Dec. 4, 1961).
219 Interview With LeRoy A. Smith, Deputy Regional Director, then Relocation
Officer, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Dec. 11, 1961.
220 Ibid.
221 If assistance is provided, there must be an agreement with the owner that the
property will not be made available to another tenant before acquisition by the LPA.
24 C.F.R. § 3.108(c) (3) (Supp. 1961).
222 Interview With LeRoy A. Smith, snpra note 219.
223 Ibid.
224 See 24 C.F.R. § 3.109(c) (Supp. 1961) ; 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 16-3-1,
Exhibit A, at 4-5, 9 (Dec. 4, 1961).
225 See Interview With Charles Beckett, Relocation Officer, URA Region II,
in Philadelphia, Dec. 11, 1961.
226 Housing Act of 1949, § 105(c), 63 Stat. 417, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 1455(c)
(1959).
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derived from these statutory requirements; 22 7 yet, the Manual omits the
public utilities and public and commercial facilities requirements.22-8 The
federal relocation program seeks to assure that displacement creates a
minimum of hardship.22 9  The LPA is permitted, however, to remove a
family from its relocation roster if that family has moved into substandard
housing and refuses further assistance, if inspection of a newly acquired
dwelling is unfeasible because of distance, or if tracing of a family has
not been possible2 °
Although URA has issued a Technical Bulletin setting out guidelines
concerning "decent, safe and sanitary" relocation housing,231 no definitive
standards have been established.23 2 Ordinarily, housing which complies
with a municipal housing code will be deemed "decent, safe and sani-
tary," 23 3 unless local standards flagrantly violate the URA guidelines2 4
A major service provided by the LPA is the listing of available
dwellings suitable for the displaced residents. No dwelling is listed until
it has been inspected to determine whether it meets the minimum stand-
ards. In practice, because of the unsophistication of the displaced resi-
dents, this service may be of inestimable value to them.235
URA closely supervises relocation activities by requiring detailed re-
location progress reports monthly.2 36 The report is tested by having a
URA site representative check a random sampling of at least 10% or
six, whichever is greater, of the relocated families each month to ascertain
whether they have been relocated into standard housing.237  If there are
discrepancies between the representative's report and that of the munic-
ipality, a more thorough check is made by the URA relocation staff itself.23s
This is also done if letters from area residents indicate that URA objec-
227 Compare Housing Act of 1949, § 105 (c), 63 Stat 417, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
§ 1455(c) (1958), with 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 16-1, at 1 (May 16, 1962).
228 Ibid.
229 Ibid.
230 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 16-3-1, at 3 (Dec. 4, 1961).
231 See HHFA, URA, URBAN RENEWAL SERVICE TECHNICAL GUIDE No. 9,
DETERMINING LocAL RELOCATION STANDARDS (1961).
232 Interview With LeRoy A. Smith, Deputy Regional Director, then Relocation
Officer, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Dec. 11, 1961.
233 Ibid.; Interview With Charles Beckett, Relocation Officer, URA Region II,
in Philadelphia, Dec. 11, 1961.
234 Interview With LeRoy A. Smith, supra note 232. Such low code standards
would probably have the additional effect of delaying the next recertification of the
'Workable Program until the standards could be raised.
233 The available relocation services, the procedures to be followed, and their
rights under these procedures are explained to them at this time.
230 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 16-3-2, at 2 (May 16, 1962) ; Interviews With
LeRoy A. Smith, Deputy Regional Director, then Relocation Officer, URA Region II,
in Philadelphia, Sept. 13 and Dec. 11, 1961.
237 Ibid. The minimum number of times a site representative will visit a particular
project during the execution stage is one per month. If an LPA is having difficulty
with any aspect of execution or compliance with URA standards, the site representa-
tive will devote more of his attention to that project.
238 Ibid.
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tives are not being met.239 If the relocation process is not satisfactory to
URA, the LPA is so told and time is allotted to correct the deficiencies.
Meanwhile, the schedule for execution of the project is suspended.240 If
proper correction is not made, a project may be cancelled; but, to date,
cancellation has not occurred.24' The strict supervision by the URA of
both the substantive and procedural aspects of a relocation program, in
contrast to supervision aimed primarily at technical compliance with URA
procedural requirements in most other phases of renewal, underscores the
importance of relocation both to the particular project and to the renewal
concept generally. In the relocation stage, the renewal process directly
concerns itself for the first time with individuals rather than with an
impersonal collective unit or with inanimate plans, studies, or legal con-
cepts. Unfortunately, relocation in suburban communities is difficult be-
cause of the lack of low income housing, the unpublicized but rigid patterns
of segregation, and the balkanization of suburbia into many jealous
municipalities.
b. Federal Housing Assistance Progrants
Low-rent public housing 242 and special FHA mortgage insurance
under section 221 of the Housing Act of 1954 243 are available to assist
in providing adequate relocation housing for low-income families. That
public housing is a good source of decent, low-rent dwellings does not
necessarily mean, however, that those area residents eligible will resettle
in public housing. A substantial number of low-income families displaced
by renewal are unwilling to reside in low-rent public projects. 244  Na-
tionally, only about 36% of renewal displacees eligible for public housing
have actually relocated in such housing.245 Locally, in the one suburban
renewal project in which relocation has been completed, only six of sixty-
four eligible families moved into public housing.246 One explanation for
239 Ibid.
240 Ibid.
241 Ibid. One suspension of operations resulted from the refusal of a Virginia
municipality to perform any relocation activities whatsoever. The residents were
merely ordered to move. The project was delayed by URA until a relocation staff
was appointed, the families who had already moved were traced, and the entire relo-
cation procedure was complied with. In one Pennsylvania city, a high percentage
of the families who had already moved were reported with location unknown. The
project was suspended until those families were traced and aided. Ibid.
242 It has been estimated by URA that approximately 50% of the families dis-
placed by renewal are eligible for public housing. Millspaugh, Problems and Oppor-
tunities of Relocation, 26 LAW & CONTEMP. PROB. 6, 11-12 (1961); see U.S. PU3LIC
HOUSING ADMINISTRATION, HHFA, PUBLIC HOUSING FACT SHEET (unpaged) (1961).
243 National Housing Act of 1934, § 221, added by Housing Act of 1954, § 123,
68 Stat. 599, as amended, 12 U.S.C.A. § 17151 (Supp. 1961).
244 Interview With John Mewha, Technician, Delaware County Redevelopment
Authority, in Media, Pa., Jan. 19, 1962; Interview With Mrs. Maria E. Shelmire,
Director, Family Service of Delaware County, in Media, Pa., July 7, 1961.
245 See unpublished Urban Renewal Administration statistics cited in Millspaugh,
supra note 242, at 11-12.
246 See DELAWARE COUNTY REDEVELOP-4ENT AUTHORITY, RELOCATION PLAN FOR
PROJECT AREA 1, HooK ROAD REDEVELOPMENT AREA, DARBY ToWsrnP 4 (1954);
1958 DELAWARE COUNTY REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY ANN. REP.
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this low percentage may be the apparent lack of available public housing
units in the immediate vicinity of the project at the time of displacement.
247
The section 221 mortgage insurance program was designed to en-
courage private enterprise to provide decent, low-cost relocation housing
by insuring private mortgages on either newly constructed or rehabilitated
housing, on terms more liberal than those under the usual FHA mortgage
plans 2 48 A study of the 221 Program revealed that although HHFA
had certified 299 municipalities with approximately 105,000 proposed
dwelling units as eligible for section 221 insurance, construction was begun
on only 18,000 units by the end of 1959, and of the units completed, only
32%o were occupied by displaced families 2 49 This may be due to the diffi-
culty of constructing housing within the statutory mortgage limits 250 and
the inability of the displaced residents to afford even that housing which
is made available under section 221.251 The statutory mortgage limit has
since been raised,252 but this increase may adversely affect ability to afford
221 housing by removing the necessity for the builder to keep within
lower cost limits. The 221 Program study also noted the difficulty of
scheduling new construction or rehabilitation to coincide with displace-
ment.25 Basically, the lack of understanding of the 221 Program on the
247 See ibid. Fifty-two low-rent units were constructed in Darby Township, but
because of delays in the redevelopment program and because the units were not ex-
clusively for the displacees, an insufficient number of units were available when needed.
See RELOCATION PLAN FOR PROJECT ARPA 1, supra note 246.
In Project Area 2, 65 of 130 families were eligible for public housing as of June,
1960. The County Housing Authority was authorized to construct 37 units. Instead,
the Authority purchased row homes under construction for private sale south of
Project Area 1 and saved $150,000 over the usual cost of public housing 'units. Ap-
proximately 18 families moved of their own accord into these new, low-rent homes.
One possible reason why eligible site residents are more willing to move into these
homes is that they are similar to many new homes presently being sold on the private
market in or near Philadelphia, in contrast to the stereotyped public housing project.
Interview With John Mewha, .mpra note 244.
248 See FHA, U.S. HouSING AND HoME FINANCE AGENCY, 221 RELOCATION
HouSING (unpaged pamphlet) (1959). Compare National Housing Act of 1934,
§ 221(d), added by Housing Act of 1954, § 123, 68 Stat. 600, as amended, 12 U.S.C.A.
§ 17151(d) (Supp. 1961), with National Housing Act of 1934, § 2 0 3(g), 48 Stat.
1248, as amended, 12 U.S.C.A. § 1709(g) (Supp. 1961). The 221 Program is no
longer exclusively for relocation housing but has been expanded to provide special
mortgage insurance for moderate income families. See National Housing Act of
1934, § 221. added by Housing Act of 1954, § 123, 63 Stat. 599, as amended, 12 U.S.
C.A. § 17151 (Supp. 1961).
249 THOMPSON, AN EVALUATION OF THE SECTION 221 HouSIXG PROGRATM (1959),
cited in Millspaugh, supra note 242, at 16.
250 During the period covered by the Thompson study, supra note 249, the
principal obligation on a one-family home insured under the 221 Program could not
exceed $9,000, except that it could be increased to $12,000 in high cost areas. See
National Housing Act of 1934, § 221 (d), added by Housing Act of 1954, ch. 649, § 123,
68 Stat. 600 (1954), as amended.
251 THoMPsoN, cited in Millspaugh, supra note 242, at 17.
252The principal obligation on a one-family home insured under the 221 Program
has been increased to a maximum of $11,000, or $15,000 in high cost areas. See
National Housing Act of 1934, § 221(d), added by Housing Act of 1954, § 123, 68
Stat. 600 (1954), as amended, 12 U.S.C.A. § 17151(d) (Supp. 1961).
253 See THompSON, cited in Millspaugh, supra note 249, at 17. This problem has
already been noted in connection with public housing. See notes 246-47 supra and
accompanying text.
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part of local officials, builders, and realtors impedes the potential utility
of the Program as a relocation tool.2 "
Relocation is complicated by the fact that the residents of almost all
the older suburban Philadelphia areas in need of renewal are members of
racial minority groups 255 caught in a rigorous pattern of segregation.256
Any initial breakthrough in the wall of segregation would probably make
additional relocation housing available only to the higher income members
of the minority community, and, if 221 insured mortgages were used, to the
moderate income members,2 57 leaving unsolved the problem of the low-
income resident. Where displacement results from renewal in a commer-
cial area, however, the racial problem is not severe, since the residence
pattern of the suburban areas studied indicates that few minority group
members live immediately adjacent to commercial areas.
Public housing seems to offer the best solution to the problem of
relocating low-income residents. Certainly, the housing now being built
in the suburbs will not solve the problem; in fact, it is unlikely that it will
even provide relocation housing for the moderate-income displacees.
2 58
But public housing may be especially unwelcome in the suburbs. Subur-
banites tend to be conservative in their response to change; they favor
"home rule"; their emphasis seems to be on individual initiative rather
than on welfare provisions; they often oppose expansion of government
centralization and control.259 This outlook makes intrusion of public hous-
ing into the suburbs less likely. Yet the renewal concept itself is not
similarly vulnerable; rather, it is normally considered a community en-
deavor. It may be that to the suburbanite, renewal appears as a means of
increasing property values, beautifying the community, or expanding the
254 Other problems include difficulty in finding sites for low-cost housing, sales
prices beyond the reach of displaced families, low credit ratings of the displacees, lack
of appeal of the housing constructed under 221, and lack of a technique for profitable
mass rehabilitation of existing housing. See THOMPSON, cited in Millspaugh, supra
note 249, at 17.
255 See, e.g., U.S. DEP'T OF COMMIERCE, CENSUS OF POPULATION, PENNSYLVANIA,
CENsUs TRACTs C-26, C-55, C-58, D-29, D-64, D-74b (1960).
26 A prominent Negro minister in one suburban borough stated that it was
impossible for a Negro to obtain a mortgage loan from a local bank for the purchase
of a home in an all-white neighborhood, although no banker would admit this.
A community may be able to maintain its segregation pattern, engage in rede-
velopment, and provide new housing for displacees by "checkerboarding," that is, by
clearance and construction in small portions of the project area at a time. The dis-
placees from the first portion and residents of the next scheduled for clearance would
move into newly constructed units in the first part of the project. This procedure
would be followed until completion of the project. Interview With LeRoy A. Smith,
Deputy Regional Director, then Relocation Officer, URA Region II, in Philadelphia,
Sept. 13, 1961.
257 See note 252 supra.
2z8 See McFarland, THE CHALLENGE OF URBAN RENEWAL 13 (Urban Land Inst.
Tech. Bull. No. 34, 1958). A random examination of the real estate pages of a
Sunday newspaper indicates that most new housing in the suburban areas studied is
priced over $17,000. See Philadelphia Inquirer, Feb. 11, 1962, Classified Section,
Part Two, pp. 21-23.
259 See generally WOOD, SUBURBIA: ITS PEOPLE AND THEIR POLITICS (1958).
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business district, whereas public housing appears to yield no such direct
community benefits. Some suburban communities may not even wish to
undertake renewal if public housing is necessary, but one municipality in
which one project -has already been completed and another is in the ac-
quisition stage has used public housing as an integral part of its relocation
program.2 60  This municipality has a population which is 97% Negro,261
with over 50% of the first project site residents eligible for public housing.
The existence of such a high percentage of eligible residents probably ex-
plains the lack of opposition to public housing in this instance.
26 2
c. Relocation Payments
After relocation, payments are made by the federal government with-
out any municipal contribution 2 6 3 to relieve the displacees of the financial
cost of the actual move.26 4  Until 1961, families and individuals were
entitled to reimbursement up to a maximum of $200 for moving ex-
penses, 265 which usually proved adequate. The dwelling units involved
are most often small in size, and the costs of packing, insuring, and hauling
property are not great.266  When the relocation payments subsection was
amended by the Act of 1961, provision was made for payment of certified
actual moving expenses greater than $200 to cover the few cases in which
the maximum was inadequate.267 There are still some costs which may
260 The community is Darby Township, Delaware County, site of the Hook Road
Projects. See notes 246-47 supra.. In a much more conservative county, it was stated,
off the record, that if renewal of a blighted residential area is eventually undertaken,
public housing may be acceptable for relocation if confined to the renewal area.
261 Darby Township is divided into two communities. The northern segment
has a population which is 97% white, and fewer than 1% of its dwelling units are
substandard. U.S. Census, Delaware County, Pa., Tract D-30 (1960). Almost 20V
of the housing in the southern segment, in which the Hook Road Renewal Projects
are located and in which the residents are predominantly Negro, is substandard.
U.S. Census, Delaware County, Pa., Tract D-29 (1960). See also DELAWARE COUNTY
REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, RELOCATION PLAN FOR PROJECT AREA 1, HooK ROAD
REDEVELOPmENT AREA, DARBY TOwNsHIP 4 (1954). Many blighted structures in the
southern portion had been demolished prior to the 1960 census, during the Hook
Road No. 1 renewal project. 1958 DELAWARE COUNTY REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
ANN. REP. 5.
262 Another factor was the availability within the community of open land upon
which new housing, public or private, could be built. Many of the communities visited,
especially boroughs had little open land.
263 See Housing Act of 1949, § 106(f) (1), added by Housing Act of 1956, § 305,
70 Stat. 1100, 42 U.S.C. § 1456(f) (1) (1958).
264 See Housing Act of 1949, § 106(f), added by Housing Act of 1956, § 305, 70
Stat. 1100, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1456(f) (Supp. 1961); 24 C.F.R. § 3.100-3.109
(Supp. 1961) (Relocation Payments).
265 Housing Act of 1949, § 106(f) (2), added by Housing Act of 1956, ch. 1029,
§305, 70 Stat. 1100 (1956), as amended by Housing Act of 1959, § 409(b), 73 Stat.
674 (1959).
2 66 Interview With LeRoy A. Smith, Deputy Regional Director, then Relocation
Officer, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Sept. 13, 1961. Relocation payments may
be made either upon presentation of a validated expense voucher or under a system
of fixed payments based upon an LPA study of average moving cost per room.
Ibid. See 24 C.F.R. § 3.107 (Supp. 1961).
267 See Housing Act of 1949, § 106(f) (2), added by Housing Act of 1956, § 305,
70 Stat. 1100, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1456(f) (2) (Supp. 1961) ; S. REP. No. 281,
87th Cong., 1st Sess. 27-28 (1961).
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be involved in moving which must be borne by the displacees themselves
but which arguably should be borne by the state or municipality.
268
Different problems arise when commercial properties in the residential
area 269 are included in the renewal project. It is difficult to find a loca-
tion as commercially suited to a particular displaced businessman as the
site formerly occupied. The problem is especially acute when the business
is marginal or when it is entirely dependent on the trade of the specific
site residents on the basis of long-established goodwill.270 No compensa-
tion is paid for the loss of goodwill or for injury to the business entity.
2 71
Payments are made only for moving expenses and for direct loss of
property, such as equipment, fixtures, machinery, supplies, and materials.
272
The provision limiting maximum business payment to $3,000 was amended
to provide for reimbursement of the total certified expenses and losses.
27 3
As in the case of residential relocation payments, the maximum had at
times proved inadequate 27 4 There is some evidence, though, that the
problem of inadequate compensation was greater for business displacees.27 5
Relocating middle-sized and large businesses almost always received the
maximum payment,27 6 which indicates that a greater amount was prob-
ably needed in many cases.
4. Land Disposition
Upon completion of the relocation phase, the site is prepared for final
disposition by demolition of the vacated structures in accordance with the
approved Urban Renewal Plan.27 7 Demolition sometimes follows acquisi-
268 See Millspaugh, mrpra note 242, at 18. Such costs include alteration and
decoration expenses, utility deposits, and closing costs.
269 Relocation problems will often be minimized since renewal of a suburban
business area is frequently encouraged or sponsored by the merchants themselves.
See Interview With Joseph E. Galligan, Chairman, Chester County Redevelopment
Authority and Phoenixville Chamber of Commerce, in Phoenixville, Pa., Aug. 31,
1961; Interview With Walter Leland, Borough Manager, Downingtown, Chester
County, in Downingtown, Pa., Aug. 16, 1961; Interview With Frank Martin, Presi-
dent, Lansdale (Montgomery County) Community Improvement Ass'n, in Lansdale,
Pa., Aug. 18, 1961; Interview With J. Harvey Shillingsford, Executive Director,
Montgomery County Redevelopment Authority, in Ardmore, Pa., July 10, 1961. The
Lansdale program is unique in that local businessmen intend to raise $100,000 each
year over a period of ten years to be used by the borough governing body as the
local share in federal renewal projects. Letter From Frank Martin, President, Lans-
dale Community Improvement Ass'n to Lansdale businessmen, July 19, 1961.
270 See Millspaugh, supra note 242, at 25.
271 See Housing Act of 1949, § 106(f) (2), added by Housin.g Act of 1956, §305,
70 Stat. 1100, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1456(f) (2) (Supp. 1961).
272 See ibid.; 24 C.F.R. §§3.101(h), (i) (Supp. 1961).
273 Housing Act of 1949, § 106(f) (2), added by Housing Act of 1956, §305,
70 Stat. 1100, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1456(f) (2) (Supp. 1961).
274 See S. REP. No. 281, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 27-28 (1961).
275 See Millspaugh, supra note 242, at 24. See generally id. at 24-28.
2 7 6 Interview With LeRoy A. Smith, Deputy Regional Director, then Relocation
Officer, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Sept. 13, 1961.
277 The entire project area need not be cleared. See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL
§ 10-1, at 2 (Dec. 4, 1961).
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tion of each property or a section of contiguous properties, or it may be
deferred until acquisition of the entire project area.278 The cost involved
is shared according to a previously determined apportionment formula.2
9
Disposition of the cleared land by sale or lease to a redeveloper terminates
the execution stage of the project2 80 While actual disposition follows
acquisition and clearance, URA encourages preliminary steps toward find-
ing a redeveloper as early as the survey and planning stage.28 '
Projects differ with respect to the time when the search for a re-
developer begins, the time when he is found, the method by which he is
selected-negotiation, sealed bidding, public auction, negotiation in open
competition, predetermined minimum price, or auction with guaranteed
minimum bid 282.-, and the use of the redeveloped land-residential, com-
mercial, industrial, non-profit institutional, or public, including public hous-
ing.283 Of course, the time, the method of selection, and the intended land
use are all interrelated factors springing from the Urban Renewal Plan.
The best procedure for successful disposition depends on the nature of the
individual project.28 4
Some aspects of disposition, because of federal and state law and
procedure, are common to all projects. The disposition proposal must be
approved by HHFA,2 8 5 although such approval does not seem to be
required for the redeveloper. -2 88  Approval of the proposal and the re-
developer by the governing body of the LPA-again, the County Com-
278 The usual practice is to demolish after acquisition as soon as it is economically
feasible. Interview With James Sweeney, Acting Area Coordinator, Eastern Pa.
Section, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Jan. 18, 1962.
279 See 2 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 31-2-1, at 1 (Dec. 4, 1961).
280 The LPA need not sell the land; disposition may also be by long-term lease.
See Housing Act of 1949, § 105(b), 63 Stat. 417, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 1155(b)
(Supp. II, 1960); 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 14-2-3, at 1-2 (Feb. 1, 1960). See
generally Brownfield & Rosen, Leasing in the Dirposition of Urban Renewal Land,
26 LAW & CONTE p. PROB. 37 (1961).
281 See 1 URBAN RENE;WAL MANUAL § 14-2-1, at 1-2 (Feb. 1, 1960), § 14-2-2,
at 1-2 (July 3, 1961), at 3-4 (July 15, 1960).
2 8 2 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 14-3-1, at 1-5 (Nov. 22, 1960), at 6
(Nov. 23, 1960). See generally Brownfield, The Dispositim Problem in Urban Re-
newal, 25 LAW & CONTEIMP. PRoB. 732, 749-50 (1961).
283 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 14-2-2, Exhibit A (July 15, 1960), § 14-3-3,
at 1-4 (Nov. 2, 1961).
284 See Interview With James Lyons, then Assistant to the Head of Land Dis-
position Section, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Sept. 5, 1961. (Mr. Lyons is
now with FHA.)
285 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 14-3-3, at 3-4 (Nov. 2, 1961), § 14-3-4,
at 3-4 (Feb. 1, 1960), § 14-3-5, at 3-4 (Feb. 1, 1960), at 5-6 (Nov. 22, 1960), at 7
(Feb. 1, 1960), § 14-3-6, at 2-3 (Nov. 22, 1960).
286 See id. § 14-4-1, at 2 (May 24, 1962). However, if there has been difficulty
with a particular redeveloper in the past, URA will investigate and, if necessary,
unofficially prevent his selection. In recent years, it has not been necessary for URA
to disapprove a redeveloper. Interview With Edward McCarran, Head, Disposition
Section, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Jan. 1, 1962.
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missioners 287mis also required.28 8  In addition, the redeveloper is re-
quired to make a public disclosure of all those having a substantial interest
in the redeveloping entity.
2 8 9
There is federal control over the disposal price of the land. The un-
derlying theory is that the land be disposed of at a price not Jess than its
fair value for uses in accord with the Urban Renewal Plan.290 Thus, a
redeveloper receives no subsidy2 91 This is also true in the case of land
to be devoted to a public or non-profit institutional use when the fair value
is measured by the land's value for the most suitable alternative private
use.9 2 When the proposed use is for low-rent public housing, a subsidy
to the project is, in effect, provided.
2 93
Although there seems to be no federal provision specifically proscrib-
ing racial discrimination, 29 4 such discrimination in the redevelopment proj-
ect is forbidden by statute in Pennsylvania which requires in the deed an
appropriate covenant running with the land.-95 In addition, Pennsylvania
has enacted a Human Relations Act which makes it unlawful for any
person to discriminate on the basis of race in the sale or leasing of com-
mercial housing 298
The contract of sale or lease to the redeveloper is subject to federal
approval, 97 whereas the transfer itself must be approved by the municipal
287 An exception is the Third Class City of Coatesville, Chester County, in which
City Council is the governing body of the LPA. See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1703(f)
(1949).
288 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 14-3-3, at 3-4 (Nov. 2, 1961), § 14-3-4,
at 3-4 (Feb. 1, 1960), at 5 (Nov. 22, 1960), § 14-3-5, at 3-4 (Feb. 1, 1960), at 5-6
(Nov. 22, 1960), § 14-3-6, at 2-3 (Nov. 22, 1960).
289 Housing Act of 1949, § 105(e), added by Housing Act of 1959, § 407, 73 Stat.
673, 42 U.S.C. § 1455(e) (Supp. II, 1960).
290 See Housing Act of 1949, § 110(c) (4), 63 Stat. 420, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
§ 1460(c) (4) (Supp. II, 1960). See generally Brownfield, supra note 282, at 744-46.
291 Apparently, the opportunity to redevelop is sufficient incentive. Interview
With Robert A. Cox, Jr., then Regional Field Representative, Southeastern Region,
Pa. Dep't of Commerce, Bureau of Community Development, in Philadelphia, Feb. 2,
1962.
292 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 14-1-1, at 1 (July 12, 1962).
293 See Housing Act of 1949, § 107, amended by Housing Act of 1959, § 411, 73
Stat. 674, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1457 (Supp. 1961) ; Brownfield, supra note 282,
at 744-45; see notes 321-22 infra and accompanying text.
294 In selecting a project area, the LPA must give assurance that racial minority
housing in the community will not be reduced. If such a reduction will occur within
the project area, standard housing must be provided elsewhere in the community and
the LPA must consult with leaders of the affected minority during planning of the
project. I URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 10-1, at 1-2 (Dec. 4, 1961). The Workable
Program, certification of which is a prerequisite to federal approval of a Contract
for Loan and Grant, requires establishment of a committee to deal with minority
housing problems. See HHFA, PROGRAM FOR COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT 39 (1960).
295 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 1711(a) (1), (8) (1949).
298 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 43, §§ 955(h) (1), 954(j) (Supp. 1961).
297 See Housing Act of 1949, § 105(b), 63 Stat. 417, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
§1455(b) (Supp. II, 1960); 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 14-2-3, at 1 (Feb. 1,
1960).
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governing body 298  The contract must meet both federal2 9 and state 30o
requirements, which are intended to insure that the Urban Renewal Plan
is followed.3 0 ' These requirements are embodied in covenants running
with the land which are inserted in the deed to the redeveloper 0 2
C. Completion Stage
1. Financing
After disposition of the land, the proportionate shares of the federal
government and the LPA for the entire project are computed and ac-
counts are settled. Under the basic statutory scheme, not more than two-
thirds of the Net Project Cost will be paid by the federal government,
with the municipality paying the balance.3° 3 In the case of projects in a
municipality having a population of 50,000 or less, the allocation is three-
fourths to the federal government and one-fourth to the municipality
0 4
All but four of the municipalities in the four-county suburban area studied
qualify for the three-fourths to one-fourth allocation.30 5 The Net Project
Cost equals Gross Project Cost less proceeds from the disposition of the
land.30 6 Gross Project Cost consists of all eligible project expenditures
plus non-cash local grants-in-aid.307 Included in the eligible project ex-
2 98 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1709(k) (Supp. 1960).
299 See Housing Act of 1949, § 105(b), 63 Stat. 417, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
§ 1455(b) (Supp. II, 1960); 1 URBAN RENEVAL MANUAL § 14-2-3, at 1-2 (Feb. 1,
1960), at 3-4 (July 7, 1962), at 5 (May 24, 1962).
300 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1711 (1949).
301 See ibid.; statute and material cited note 299 supra.
302 The usual procedure is to incorporate into the deed the Urban Renewal Plan,
the consideration paid, the boundaries of the project area, and an anti-discrimination
clause. Interview With Edward McCarran, Assistant, Land Disposition Section,
URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Jan. 23, 1962. If restrictions are to be so inserted,
they must be submitted for HHFA approval accompanied by an opinion of LPA
counsel that they will be enforceable under state and local law. 1 URBAN RENEVAL
MANUAL § 14-2-3, at 1-2 (Feb. 1, 1960).
303 See Housing Act of 1949, §§ 103(a), 104, 63 Stat. 416, as amended, 42 U.S.
C.A. §§ 1453(a), 1454 (Supp. 1961).
304 See Housing Act of 1949, § 103(a) (2) (B), added by Housing Act of 1961,
§ 301 (a), 75 Stat. 165, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1453(a) (2) (B) (Supp. 1961). The federal gov-
ernment will also contribute three-fourths the Net Project Cost of projects in larger
municipalities approved by HHFA, but Gross Project Cost in such a project, from
which Net Project Cost is derived, will not include survey and planning costs, legal
fees, and administrative expenses of the LPA. See Housing Act of 1949, §§ 103(a),
110(e), as amended, Housing Act of 1957, §302, 71 Stat. 299. If a municipality of
less than 150,000 population is designated a redevelopment area under the Area
Redevelopment Act, § 5 (a), 75 Stat. 47 (1961), 42 U.S.C.A. § 2504 (a) (Supp. 1961),
three-fourths the Net Project Cost will be contributed by the federal government.
See Housing Act of 1949, § 103 (a) (2) (B), added by Housing Act of 1961, § 301 (a),
75 Stat. 165, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1453 (a) (2) (B) (Supp. 1961).
305 The four municipalities with populations over 50,000 are: Bristol Township,
Bucks County; Haverford and Upper Darby Townships, Delaware County; Lower
Merion Township, Montgomery County. See U.S. Census of Population (1960), in
PHILADELPHIA EVENING AND SUNDAY BULLETIN AL ANAC 185-86 (1962).
306 2 URBAN RENEvAL MANUAL § 17-1-1, at 1 (Nov. 22, 1960).
307 Ibid.
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penditures are expenses for survey and planning, acquisition, clearance,
administration, site improvements, and interest on borrowed funds used
for working capital 308 Non-cash grants-in-aid are donations, at cost, by
any nonfederal public body of land, services, public buildings, or other
public facilities which are necessary for carrying out the Urban Renewal
Plan.30 9 To be eligible, construction of a public building or facility must
have begun after HHFA approval of the Survey and Planning Applica-
tion or not more than three years prior to HHFA authorization of the Con-
tract for Loan and Grant.310  If an eligible public building or facility bene-
fits not only the project area but other areas as well, only that part which
benefits the project area is included in Gross Project Cost.311 After the
total municipal share of Net Project Cost is determined, the cash amount
is reduced by the amount of non-cash grants-in-aid, if any, included in the
computation of Gross Project Cost.312 When the amount of non-cash
308 For a complete list of eligible and ineligible project expenditures, see 2 URBAN
RENEWAL MANUAL § 31-2-1, at 1-2 (Dec. 4, 1961), § 31-2-3, Exhibit A (July 3,
1961).
309 See Housing Act of 1949, § 110(d), 63 Stat. 420, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
§ 1460(d) (Supp. II, 1960). For a complete list of items eligible and ineligible as
non-cash local grants-in-aid, see 2 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 17-4-1, at 1-2 (July
12, 1962), § 17-4-2, at 1-2 (May 24, 1962), at 3-4 (Feb. 1, 1960), at 5-6 (Nov. 22,
1960), § 17-4-3, at 1-4 (June 5, 1962). Expenditures by certain educational institu-
tions or hospitals, within or in the immediate vicinity of the renewal project and in
accordance with the Urban Renewal Plan, for acquisition of land, demolition of
structures, and relocation of site residents are also eligible as non-cash local grants-
in-aid. See Housing Act of 1949. § 112, added by Housing Act of 1959, § 418, 73
Stat 677, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1463 (Supp. 1961).
310 See Housing Act of 1949, § 110(d), para. 2, added by Housing Act of 1959,
§ 414, 73 Stat. 675, 42 U.S.C. § 1460(d), para. 2 (Supp. II, 1960) ; 2 URBAN RENEWAL
MANUAL § 17-4-2, at 1 (July 3, 1961). An exception is permitted when a General
Neighborhood Renewal Plan is undertaken prior to renewal. See note 377 infra and
accompanying text.
311 See Housing Act of 1949, § 110(d), 63 Stat. 420, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
§ 1460(d) (Supp. II, 1960); 2 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 17-4-2, at 1 (July 3,
1961). The statute provides that if a facility benefits areas in addition to the renewal
area by 20% or more, the non-cash grant-in-aid will be the proportion of benefit to
the project area. The Manual adds that if the project area receives less than 10%
of the benefit from such a facility, no grant-in-aid credit will be given.
312 See Housing Act of 1949, §§ 104, 110(d), 63 Stat. 416, 420, as amended, 42
U.S.C.A. §§ 1454, 1460(d) (Supp. 1961) ; 2 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 17-1-1, at 1
(Nov. 22, 1960), § 17-1-2, Exhibit A (July 3, 1961).
The manner in which federal and local shares are computed is illustrated by the
following hypothetical facts: cost of acquisition, demolition, and necessary site im-
provements $1,000,000; the municipality has constructed a school costing $200,000,
50% of the pupils will come from the project area; there are no other items eligible
as non-cash local grants-in-aid; and the sale price to the redeveloper is $300,000. The
computation would be:
$1,000,000 (project expenditures)
+ 100,000 (eligible non-cash grant-in-aid)
$1,100,000 (Gross Project Cost)
-300,000 (sale proceeds)
$ 800,000 (Net Project Cost)
Y4 X $800,000 = $600,000 (federal share)
4 X $800,000 = $200,000 (local share)
-100,000 (non-cash grant-in-aid)
$100,000 (local cash share)
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grants-in-aid exceeds the total municipal share, the excess amount may be
applied to reduce the municipal share in a later project.
31 3
Additional financial assistance to Pennsylvania communities under-
taking renewal is supplied by the state government which is authorized to
make capital grants to Redevelopment Authorities.3 14 Although there is
no statutory limit on the proportion of the municipal share which may be
contributed by the state, the general policy has been to provide one-half.3 15
Thus, almost all the municipalities studied will be required to provide only
one-eighth of the Net Project Cost. The state has paid more than its usual
one-half share in municipalities having a poor tax base.3 16  If the project
meets URA standards, the state makes its grants without setting up its
own administrative review procedure
3 17
Although the LPA, the Redevelopment Authority, is the agency which
receives the federal grant, it has no effective means by which it alone can
amass the funds to meet the municipal obligation. It has the power to
issue bonds,3 18 but has no property with which to secure them; nor does
it have its own source of income from which to pay interest and principal
or to contribute the remaining portion of the municipal share directly. The
Redevelopment Authority must, therefore, turn to the project municipality
for the needed funds.319 Ordinarily, funds are available from the munici-
pality's annual revenues or from its borrowed funds usually gained by
issuing long-term bonds. The soundness of a community's tax base and
its ability to support a tax rise if borrowing is restricted due to municipal
The eligible non-cash grant-in-aid is only $100,000 because the benefit of the school
to the project area is only 50%.
The estimated local cash share must be paid by the LPA to the federal govern-
ment no later than the date of the first federal progress payment, usually when 25%
of the project has been completed, although there may be exceptions in unusual cases.
See 2 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 17-3, at 1 (April 20, 1962). In exceptional cases,
the LPA may be permitted to pay the cash share in installments before the end of the
project. Interview With Frank O'Brien, Assistant Fiscal Management Officer, URA
Region II, in Philadelphia, Jan. 22, 1962.
313 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 17-1-1, at 3-4 (Feb. 1, 1960). The con-
struction of the grant-in-aid facility must apparently meet the timing requirements
for eligibility unless the second project is begun before termination of the first. See
Interview With James Sweeney, Acting Area Coordinator, Eastern Pa. Section,
URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Feb. 5, 1962.
314 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 1664, 1674 (Supp. 1961).
315 Interview With Robert A. Cox, Jr., then Regional Field Representative,
Southeastern Region, Pa. Dep't of Commerce, Bureau of Community Development,
in Philadelphia, Aug. 1, 1961.
316 Ibid.
317 Interview With Robert A. Cox, Jr., supra note 315. It must, however, for-
mally approve the proposal. See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1674 (Supp. 1961).
31s URA is not concerned with the source of the funds for the local cash share.
The monies may be supplied by a redeveloper, by the state, or by the project munci-
pality. In practice, the state and the municipality are the usual sources. Interview
With James Sweeney, supra note 313. In Bucks County, the County Commissioners
expect that the local cash share will be borne by the county and the state. See Phila-
delphia Evening Bulletin, Feb. 6, 1962, p. 22, col. 1 (3 star ed.).
3 19 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, § 1713 (1949).
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debt limits are crucial factors in financing the municipal share.32 If con-
struction of a building or facility which the municipality, county, or state
intends to provide apart from a particular renewal project is eligible,
nevertheless, as a non-cash grant-in-aid for that project, the financial
burden of the municipality may be significantly eased.
When public housing is constructed on part or all of the renewal site,
the municipality's burden is relieved by a specific grant of non-cash grant-
in-aid credit equal, in the case of municipalities qualifying for the three-
fourths-one-fourth allocation, to one-third the difference between the cost
of the site for the low-rent public housing project and its sale price.
321
The amount of this credit is about equal to the proportion of the municipal
share attributable to the housing project. Thus, if the entire renewal site
is to be used for public housing, the municipal share will ordinarily be
zero.
322
2. Close Out
After a final project audit arranged by the HHFA Regional Office 
323
and submission of financial settlement documents,324 final settlement is
made and the project is considered "closed out." Normally, the federal
government has no further interest in the project or the project area.2 5
D. Rehabilitation: Reconditioning and Conservation
While redevelopment is presently the basic renewal technique, the
urban renewal concept, as first expressed in the Housing Act of 1954,326
320 See PA. CONST. art. 9, § 8; PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, §§ 6201-04 (Supp. 1961).
The valuation of property within the community upon which the debt limit is based
was recently changed from assessed valuation to market valuation, in effect increasing
the municipal debt limits. PA. LAWS 1961, Act 398. The law was then held uncon-
stitutional in Breslow v. Baldwin Township School Dist., 408 Pa. 121, 182 A.2d 501
(1962).
321 See Housing Act of 1949, § 107, amended by Housing Act of 1959, § 411, 73
Stat. 674, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1457 (Supp. 1961) ; 2 URnAN RENEWAL MANUAL
§ 17-4-3, at 9 (June 5, 1962).
322 Interview With George Feltovitch, then Acting Area Coordinator, Eastern
Pa. Section, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Aug. 25, 1961. This can be demon-
strated with a hypothetical project. Assume the cost of acquisition, demolition, and
the like, to be $500,000 and the sale price $200,000. The local non-cash grant-in-aid
equals one-third the difference between project expenditures and sale price, or $100,000.
Thus:
$500,000 (project expenditures)
+ 100,000 (local non-cash grant-in-aid)
600,000 (gross project cost)
- 200,000 (sale price)
$400,000 (net project cost)
local share = Y4 net project cost = $100,000
local share - non-cash grant = local cash share
$100,000 - $100,000 = 0.
323 See 2 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 18-1, at 1 (April 18, 1961).
324 See id. § 18-2, at 1 (March 8, 1961).
325 Interview With Michael Lonergan, of Walker & Murray, Urban Renewal
Consultants, former Area Coordinator, Eastern Pa. Section, URA Region II, in
Philadelphia, Aug. 28, 1961.
326 68 Stat. 622 (1954), as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 1450-60 (Supp. 1961).
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also encompasses reconditioning and conservation of blighted areas which
are not to be totally cleared3 2 7 "Rehabilitation" and "conservation," the
generic terms found in the statute, are often used interchangeably,8 28 but
their exact meaning remains uncertain. 29  "Reconditioning" and "con-
servation" are renewal terms of art defined in the Urban Renewal
Manual.33 0 Reconditioning is designed to improve living conditions in a
deteriorated residential area which is not suitable for long-term economic
renewal and which, for various reasons, is not to be totally cleared.8 3 It
is a stopgap measure and is recognized as such.38 2  Conservation is ap-
plicable to deteriorating yet basically sound areas in which existing build-
ings and facilities can be subject to long-term economic renewal.
383
In addition to the basic renewal requirements, an eligible recondition-
ing area must be built-up and predominantly residential; a maximum of
20% of the buildings must be incapable of being improved to code standards
and must be cleared; 3 4 proposed re-uses for the cleared land must be in
accord with area development plans; a minimum of 20% of homes must be
in need of significant repair in order to provide decent shelter; housing and
related codes must be enforced throughout the area3 5 For conservation,
an area must have streets and land uses adaptable to modern conditions,
physical characteristics which indicate probable success in restoration to a
long-term sound condition, and housing wl-ch is capable of being upgraded
to specified standards.330  A nonresidential conservation project can qualify
only if it is needed to remove blight and deteriorating influences on housing
in the community or the environs of the project.3 3 7
An area designated for reconditioning must be the entire project
area,338 so that reconditioning and the conservation or redevelopment tech-
niques cannot be used in the same project area. In practice, this may be
partially circumvented by simply undertaking a redevelopment or con-
327 See Housing Act of 1949, § 110(c), amended by Housing Act of 1954, § 311,
68 Stat. 626, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1460(c) (Supp. 1961) ; 1 URBAN RENEWAL
MANUAL § 12-1-1, at 1 (July 12, 1962). Reconditioning was formerly called "limited
rehabilitation." Interview With Michael P. Marcelli, Chief, Conservation and Recon-
ditioning Staff, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Sept. 8, 1961.
328 Osgood & Zwerner, Rehabilitation and Conservation, 25 LAW & CoNTEmP.
PRO. 706 (1960).
329 See ibid.; Interview With Michael P. Marcelli, supra note 327.
330 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 12-2-1 (Oct. 11, 1960), 12-3 (Sept. 20, 1961).
=1 See id. § 12-3 (Sept. 20, 1961).
332 Interview With Michael P. Marcelli, supra note 327.
333 See 1 URBANT RENEWAL MANUAL § 12-1-1, at 1 (July 12, 1962).
334 Id. § 10-1, at 2 (Dec. 4, 1961).
335 See id. § 12-1-2, at 1-2 (Sept. 20, 1961).
330 See id. at 1 (July 12, 1962). For a discussion of these standards, see id.
§ 12-2-1, at 1 (Oct. 11, 1960) ; U.S. URBAN RENEWAL ADMINISTRATION, TECHNICAL
GUIDE 6, RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY CONSERVATION STANDARDS (1961).
337 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 12-1-2, at 1 (July 12, 1962).
338 See id. § 12-1-1, at 2 (Oct. 11, 1960).
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servation project in an area immediately adjacent to a reconditioning
area.3 9 An area selected for conservation may be either the entire project
area or merely a part thereof, with the rest of the area undergoing
redevelopment.
340
Rehabilitation operates on two levels. Owners are responsible for
having dwellings meet area standards specified in the rehabilitation plan.
3 4 '
The LPA plans the project, establishes the standards, educates and assists
the owners, and provides necessary public improvements and facilities.
3 42
Submission procedures for rehabilitation projects are like those for
redevelopment except that additional conservation or reconditioning data
must be included with the Survey and Planning Application and Part I of
the Application for Loan and Grant.343 The allocation of eligible project
costs between the federal government and the LPA is identical.344 In
conservation projects, determination of non-cash grant-in-aid credits and
eligible costs is also similar.345  On the other hand, eligibility of land
acquisition costs, project improvements, and non-cash grant-in-aid credits
in a reconditioning project are restricted to those absolutely essential to
provide minimally safe and healthy living conditions.3 40 The restriction
is based on the notion that it would be wasteful to expend more money
than the required minimum on an area incapable at present of being
economically rehabilitated to a long-term sound condition and contemplated
as a site for some future clearance project.
347
An additional aspect of the two rehabilitation techniques is the ac-
quisition, conservation, and resale of project area property to demonstrate
339 Interview With Michael P. Marcelli, supra note 327.
340 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 12-1-1, at 1 (Oct. 11, 1960).
3 4 1 The conservation standards will probably be higher than the municipality's
housing code structural condition standards. See id. § 12-2-1, at 1 (Oct. 11, 1960).
The reconditioning standards may also be higher. See id. § 12-3, at 1 (Sept. 20,
1961). A rehabilitation program is voluntary, and the federal grant cannot be used
for improvement of specific buildings other than for demonstration purposes. Housing
Act of 1949, § 110(c) (5), added by Housing Act of 1956, § 301(b) (1), 70 Stat. 1098,
as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1460(c) (5) (Supp. 1961); Housing Act of 1949,
§110(c)(7), added by Housing Act of 1961, §307(a), 75 Stat. 168, 42 U.S.C.A.
§ 1460(c) (7) (Supp. 1961); 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 12-1-3, at 3 (Sept. 20,
1961).
342 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 12-1-1, at 1 (July 12, 1962), § 12-1-3,
at 1-4 (July 12, 1962), § 12-2-3, at 1-2 (Sept. 20, 1961), § 12-3, at 2-3 (Sept. 20,
1961).
343 Conipare 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 4-1-1, at 3-4 (Oct. 11, 1960) and
§ 4-2-1, at 3-4 (Dec. 4, 1961), at 5 (Oct. 11, 1960), with § 12-4, at 1 (March 8, 1961).
344 See Housing Act of 1949, §§ 103(a), 110(c), 63 Stat. 416, 420, as amended,
42 U.S.C.A. §§ 1453(a), 1460(c) (Supp. 1961).
345 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 12-1-3, at 1 (Sept. 20, 1961) ; 2 URBAN
RENEWAL MANUAL §31-2-1, at 1-2 (Dec. 4, 1961); Interview With Michael P.
Marcelli, Chief, Conservation and Reconditioning Staff, URA Region II, in Phila-
delphia, Feb. 12, 1962.
346 See 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 12-1-3, at 3-4 (Sept. 20, 1961). Non-cash
grant-in-aid credit may also be allowed for health or community centers and district
police or fire stations. Id. at 4.
347 See Interview With Michael P. Marcelli, sipra note 327.
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how rehabilitation may be implemented in a particular area or for a cer-
tain kind of property.348 Grants made to finance these demonstrations are
limited to a maximum of 100 dwelling units or 5% of the total number of
dwelling units designated for restoration, whichever is less.
3 49
The basic distinction between redevelopment and rehabilitation inheres
in the fact that there is total clearance in the redevelopment project whereas
existing structures remain in the rehabilitation project. The nature of
the rehabilitation process requires that the dwelling owner act as rede-
veloper, and, like the redeveloper in a clearance project, he receives no
subsidy. Renovation costs, except for demonstration purposes, are not
included in Gross Project Cost but must be borne solely by the non-
governmental party.350 Federal assistance to home owners in the project
area is limited to special mortgage insurance 3 51 Therefore an area must
not only meet the requirements for the particular rehabilitation technique
intended, but it must also be one in which a substantial majority of owners
are able to shoulder the financial burden of the needed improvements.
352
Although determination of the willingness of the residents to par-
ticipate is not an officially established criterion for selection of an area,
it has been acknowldeged that an area is not ripe for rehabilitation unless
a substantial majority of owners are willing to cooperate, and it is highly
unlikely that there will be a project in an area lacking this response.
35
If hostility develops during the planning stages, indications are that the
project will be abandoned. 354 Where there are only a few unwilling
owners, persuasion and education have been used to gain their cooperation.
If cooperation is not secured, these owners usually consent to. sell their
properties at fair market value; the use of condemnation or other coercive
tools has been unnecessary.365
To date, experience with reconditioning and conservation has been
limited. It may be that an LPA will have difficulty in eliciting the neces-
sary cooperation. What the official policy would be if persuasion failed
and the owners refused to sell has not had to be determined. Where special
circumstances are present, if serious resistance to the LPA's demands con-
343Housing Act of 1949, §110(c)(7), added by Housing Act of 1961,
§307(a)(3), 75 Stat. 168, 42 U.S.C.A. §1460(c)(7) (Supp. 1961); 1 URAN
RENEWAL MANUAL § 12-1-9 (July 12, 1962), § 12-2-5, at 1 (Sept 20, 1961).
34 See Housing Act of 1949, § 110(c)(7), added by Housing Act of 1961,
§307(a)(3), 75 Stat .168, 42 U.S.C.A. §1460(c)(7) (Supp. 1961); 1 URBAN
RENEWAL MANUAL § 12-2-5, at 1 (Sept. 20, 1961).
350 1 URBAN RENEWvAL MANUAL § 12-1-3, at 3 (July 12, 1962).
351 See National Housing Act of 1934, § 220, added by Housing Act of 1954,
§ 123, 68 Stat. 596, as amended, 12 U.S.C.A. § 1715k (Supp. 1961).
352 Interview With Michael P. Marcelli, supra note 327; see 1 URBAN RENMvAL
MANUAL § 12-2-2 (Sept. 20, 1961), § 12-3, at 1-2 (Sept. 20, 1961).
353 See Interview With Michael P. Marcelli, Chief, Conservation and Recon-
ditioning Staff, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Jan. 29, 1962.
354 Ibid.
335 Id., Jan. 29 and Feb. 12, 1962.
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ceraing a particular property is encountered, the LPA and the federal
government might reevaluate the role of this property in the renewal plan
and, as a result, modify the pla.r a 6
While Redevelopment Authorities in Pennsylvania clearly have the
power to participate in rehabilitation activities,3 57 it is not clear whether
the use of eminent domain in a project area where clearance is not pri-
marily involved has been authorized. 358 Local and federal officials inter-
pret the Pennsylvania statute as containing this authorization, and they
are presently planning conservation projects in which condemnation both
for clearance and for renovation and resale may be used.3 59 In fact, the
City of Philadelphia has already condemned for these purposes without
having its power to do so questioned.360 A state publication, however,
does question the power of condemning reasonably sound areas in order
that the LPA can renovate present structures for resale,3 61 although it
does seem to accept the possibility of condemning a large blighted area
in a conservation project for the purposes of clearance or resale to a re-
developer who will himself renovate and resell.36
E. Planning for Renewal
1. The General Neighborhood Renewal Plan
Advances rather than grants are available for preparation of a General
Neighborhood Renewal Plan (GNRP) for renewal areas so large that
renewal has to be phased over a period of up to ten years.3 63 The GNRP
indicates projects to be undertaken, with their estimated order, time, and
expense; relocation requirements and resources; land uses, population
density, building coverage, community facilities, and public improvements;
prospective requirements for reconditioning and conservation; anticipated
market absorption capacity for cleared land; and certain steps, such as
changes in zoning ordinances and municipal codes, required to effectuate
the Plan on a local level.-30 Only activities designed to yield this informa-
tion are eligible for federal advances; neither general planning activities
of the type culminating in a comprehensive community plan nor the de-
356 See id., Jan. 29, 1962.
357 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 1702, 1703(m), 1709(b) (Supp. 1961).
358 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 1702, 1703(m), 1709(i) (Supp. 1961).
359 See Interview With Michael P. Marcelli, Chief, Conservation and Recon-
ditioning Staff, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Feb. 14, 1962. In practice, the
LPA may renovate and resell, or it may sell the structure to the original owner or
to a third party who is then to renovate in conformity with project standards.
360 See Interview With Milton C. Sharp, Esq., Attorney, Phila. Redevelopment
Authority, in Philadelphia, Nov. 13, 1962.
361 PA. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, BUREAU OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PUBLICA-
TION 7, COMMUNITY RENEWAL 56 (undated).
362 Id. at 55-56.
363 Housing Act of 1949, § 102(d), para. 2, added by Housing Act of 1956,
§303(a), 70 Stat. 1099, 42 U.S.C. § 1452(d), para. 2 (1958).
364 See ibid.; 3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 43-1, at 5 (May 24, 1962), § 43-2-2,
at 1-2 (March 8, 1961), at 3 (Feb. 1, 1960).
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tailed planning for an individual renewal project are permitted as part of
the preparation of a GNRP. 365  In fact, at the time of the GNRP Ap-
plication, there must be a completed or almost completed comprehensive
plan to provide a planning framework3 66 and a certified or submitted
Workable Program for Community Improvement.
36 7
The GNRP Application is similar in nature to the Survey and Plan-
ning Application. 3 8 Additional material required includes a tentative
schedule of renewal activities, justification of the need to stagger renewal,
and evidence that necessary financial resources will be available to permit
the completion of scheduled activities within the ten-year period.3 69
The GNRP area cannot include substantial sub-areas which do not
meet the same physical requirements as a normal renewal project area.3 70
Apparently the state requirement of certification of the area as a re-
development area must also be met.371 An actual renewal project cover-
ing at least 10% of the GNRP area must be undertaken immediately upon
completion of the GNRP.37 2 The federal advances for preparation of the
GNRP are repaid out of funds made available to the LPA for this first
project in the GNRP area and are included in the Gross Project Cost. 37 3
The municipal governing body must approve the filing of the GNRP Ap-
plication, and the governing bodies of both the LPA and the municipality
must approve the GNRP itself.3 74
No GNRP difficulties arise when a contemplated project is located
outside the GNRP area.375  When Part I of an Application for Loan and
305 See id. § 43-1, at 5 (May 24, 1962).
366 See Housing Act of 1949, § 102(d), para. 2, added by Housing Act of 1956,
§303(a), 70 Stat. 1099, 42 U.S.C. § 1452(d), para. 2 (1958); 3 URBAN REwAx.
MANUAL § 43-1, at 1 (May 24, 1962).
367 See ibid.
368 Compare 1 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 4-1-1, at 3-4 (Oct. 11, 1960) withs
3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 43-2-1, at 2-4 (May 24, 1962).
369 3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 43-2-1, at 2-4 (May 24, 1962).
370 See id. § 43-1, at 2 (May 24, 1962). For a discussion of project eligibility
requirements see notes 124-26 stpra and accompanying text.
371 See 3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 43-1, at 2 (May 24, 1962); 1 URBAN
RENEWAL MANUAL § 3-1, at 1 (Nov. 22, 1960). The federal requirements include
conformity to state and local requirements which in turn include certification by
the planning commission. See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 35, §§ 1709(a), (b), 1710(a),
1703(n) (Supp. 1961).
372 Housing Act of 1949, § 102(d), para. 2, added by Housing Act of 1956,
§303(a), 70 Stat. 1099, 42 U.S.C. § 1452(d), para. 2 (1958); 3 URBAN RENEWAL
MANUAL § 43-1, at 2 (May 24, 1962).
373 Housing Act of 1949, § 102(d), para. 2, added by Housing Act of 1956,
§ 303(a), 70 Stat. 1099, 42 U.S.C. § 1452(d), para. 2 (1958); 3 URBAN RENEWAL
MANUAL § 43-4, at 1 (Dec. 4, 1961). The advances need not be repaid if no project
is undertaken. See Interview With George Feltovitch, then Acting Area Coordinator,
Eastern Pa. Section, URA Region II, in Philadelphia, Aug. 25, 1961. But see text
accompanying note 372 supra.
374 See Housing Act of 1949, § 102(d), para. 2, added by Housing Act of 1956,
§303(a), 70 Stat. 1099, 42 U.S.C. §1452(d), para. 2 (1958); 3 URBAN RENEWAL
MANUAL § 43-2-1, at 4 (May 24, 1962), § 43-2-2, at 3 (Feb. 1, 1960).
375 See id. § 43-1, at 3-4 (May 24, 1962).
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Grant has been filed or a project is in execution, the project may not be
included in the GNRP area. When a project is in the survey and plan-
ning stage, but Part I has not yet been submitted, the project area may
be incorporated into the GNRP area if the Urban Renewal Plan is com-
pleted subsequent to and in conformity with the GNRP. Only one Survey
and Planning Application will be approved after the GNRP Application
has been submitted if preparation of the GNRP has so progressed that
the boundaries of the first project under the GNRP may be ascertained.
Actual detailed planning of the project will be postponed until the GNRP
has reached the point that the nature of the project has been determined.3 76
One attractive feature of the GNRP is that any facilities constructed
after its approval and in accordance with it which are otherwise eligible
for grant-in-aid credit are not ineligible for such credit because constructed
prior to HHFA approval of the Survey and Planning Application or more
than three years before authorization of a Contract for Loan and Grant.
377
Nevertheless, use of the GNRP has been criticized as a waste of time-
about twelve to eighteen months for preparation-and money-perhaps as
much as $80,000 or more.378 The device is useful, however, in large areas
in which the location and extent of blight are unknown, and the planners,
on the basis of available information, are uncertain of the proper size and
location of the initial project.37 9 Since in the Philadelphia suburbs few
municipalities contain blighted areas of sufficient size to qualify for a
GNRP, its applicability is limited in that area.
Evaluation of the GNRP program is not fully possible because of lack
of experience with it; 38 0 none of the ten-year projects have been completed
since the program began in 1956.381 In a community undertaking renewal
for the first time, when the GNRP area includes a larger proportion or
absolute number of sound housing than would likely be included in a project
area, use of the device may arouse much more public opposition than if the
first renewal activity involved only an individual project.38 2
378 See ibid. Activities and preliminary studies which are not dependent on
the GNRP, such as preparation of eligibility data for the first project, may be begun
immediately.
377 3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 43-1, at 4 (May 24, 1962) ; 2 URBAN RENEWAL
MANUAL § 17-4-2, at 1 (May 24, 1962).
378 This was an off the record statement by an individual having renewal expe-
rience both in and out of government.
379 Interview With William F. Harkins, Jr., of Harkins & Alvare, Planning
Consultants, in Flourtown, Pa., Sept. 13, 1961.
380 Of 256 projects in URA Region II, which is composed of Delaware, District
of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia,
there are 17 GNRP programs. Of these, only seven received approval for advances
prior to 1961. See URA Region II Statistics Sheet (photograph) for month ending
Dec. 31, 1961.
381 See Housing Act of 1949, § 102(d), para. 2, added by Housing Act of 1956,
§ 303(a), 70 Stat. 1099, 42 U.S.C. § 1452(d), para. 2 (1958),
382 The Glenside renewal program, discussed in text accompanying notes 26-28
supra, was originally to have taken the form of GNRP.
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2. The Community Renewal Program
The Community Renewal Program (CRP) is a planning device which
operates on a municipal-wide level.88 3 The applicant for a CRP need not
be the LPA.3 8 4  Normally, the federal contract has been with the munic-
ipality itself.8 3 In contrast to the GNRP and individual renewal projects,
there are no area eligibility criteria, but comprehensive plan and Workable
Program prerequisites similar to those of the GNRP must be met.38 6
Unlike the GNRP, federal grants, not loans, are made for two-thirds of
the preparation cost of the CRP. A CRP is complete in itself; it creates
no obligation on the part of either the community to undertake a project
or the federal government to commit project funds.
3 87
A CRP contains an identification of all possible renewal areas;
analysis of blight and blighting factors; determination of the renewal tech-
nique needed and of appropriate re-uses; evaluation of financing and re-
location resources and of disposition potential; development of a long-
range renewal program; and limited planning activities of the type ordi-
narily associated with a GNRP.38 8  Application for funds must be ap-
proved by the municipal governing body, which also approves the CRP
itself and determines that it conforms to the comprehensive plan.8 89
Although different in geographical range, area eligibility criteria, and
financing arrangements, the CRP and GNRP are essentially similar in
purpose.8 "° While URA permits a GNRP to follow a CRP, the only
apparent benefit to be derived would be the extended grant-in-aid credit
available to projects within a GNRP.391
383 See Housing Act of 1949, § 103(d), added by Housing Act of 1959, § 405(3),
73 Stat. 672, 42 U.S.C. § 1453(d) (Supp. II, 1960); 3 URBAN RENEWAL MANIUAL
§41-1, at 1 (May 24, 1962).
'84 See Housing Act of 1949, § 103(d), added by Housing Act of 1959, § 405(3),
73 Stat. 672, 42 U.S.C. § 1453(d) (Supp. II, 1960).885 For the authority of the municipalities to so contract, see The Borough Code,
PA. STAT. Axx. tit. 53, §§ 46315, 46316(d) (4) (1957); First Class Township Code,
PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, §§ 56801, 56802(d) (4) (1957, Supp. 1961); Second Class
Township Code, PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, §§ 65801, 65802(d) (1957, Supp. 1961).
The municipality uses the planning staff of the municipal planning commission
or contracts with a planning consultant to do the technical work, although it is unclear
whether the municipal governing body may properly bypass the planning commission
and itself contract with a planning consultant. The planning commission is author-
ized either to perform the work itself or hire a consultant. See The Borough Code,
PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, §§ 46145, 46147 (1957, Supp. 1961); First Class Township
Code, PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, §§ 58201-02 (1957); Second Class Township Code,
PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 53, §§ 67051-57 (Supp. 1961).
.186 Compare 3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 41-1 (May 24, 1962), with id. § 43-1,
at 2 (May 24, 1962) and 1 URBAN, RENEWAL MANUAL § 3-1, at 1 (Nov. 22, 1960),
§ 10-1. at 1-2 (Dec. 4, 1961), § 12-1-2, at 1 (July 12, 1962).
8 7 See 3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL § 41-1, at 1 (May 24, 1962).
1s8 See id. at 2-3.
389 See Housing Act of 1949, § 103(d), added by Housing Act of 1959, § 405(3),
73 Stat. 672, 42 U.S.C. § 1453(d) (Supp. II, 1960); 3 URBAN RENEWAL MANUAL
§41-2-1, at 2 (July 1, 1962), § 41-2-2, at 1 (Aug. 15, 1960).
390 See Interview With Neil Douglas, Urban Planner, URA Region II, in Phila-
delphia, Jan. 29, 1962.
391 See ibid. The extended grant-in-aid credit in a GNRP area is discussed at
note 377 supra and accompanying text.
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For a suburban community contemplating long-range renewal, use
of the CRP is advantageous. Through its use, the municipality can achieve
renewal with a continuity normally unattainable when planning is done
oil a project-by-project basis.
III. CONCLUSIONS
Perhaps the most significant characteristic of the renewal process is
the interaction of federal, state, and local governments which it requires.
And yet there is an obvious lack of understanding of federal programs on
the local level, both by the public and by municipal and county officials.
Interaction is impeded by the failure of the federal government to prepare
material analyzing in depth the various federal programs and explaining
the situations in which they are most useful. The relationships between
the CRP, GNRP, and the 701 Planning Assistance Program, between
clearance, reconditioning, and conservation, and the advantages and dis-
advantages of each, are particularly undeveloped. Nor is there definitive
information on the operation of the various stages-relocation, acquisition,
disposition--of an actual project. Of course, it is difficult to generalize
about the programs when the particular needs and characteristics of each
area are such crucial factors; nevertheless, an effort at meaningful gen-
eralization should be made to foster federal-local understanding.
To some extent, renewal is delayed, if not prevented, by the com-
plexity and technicality of the data and procedures required by the fed-
eral government. There is also a lack of trained personnel on the local
level and a lack of experience and expertise on the part of local officials.
Wrhile urban centers may have an advantage over the suburbs in dealing
with the intricacies of the federal program through concentrated experience
and expertise, suburban counties may have a greater potential for solving
their blight problems simply because on a county basis the problem is not
as acute as in the large city, although it may actually be worse in certain
municipalities.
Further difficulty is caused by the ambiguity of state enabling legisla-
tion, particularly where renewal is to be undertaken in a municipality
not having its own Redevelopment Authority." ' 2  There is uncertainty as
to the municipal power to enact housing codes. In addition, limitation on
municipal borrowing and lack of special state assistance to the poorer
communities are barriers to successful renewal.393
Power and policy conflicts between the county and the municipality
may present problems in the suburban area where approvals are required
.392 See notes 167-88 supra and accompanying text.
'39' Under the present statute, the Pa. Department of Commerce is not barred from
providing more than one-half the local share, but neither is it directed to differentiate
between communities on any meaningful basis. See PA. STAT. Axx. tit. 35. §§ 1664,
1668, 1674 (Supp. 1961).
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at various stages of a project by both the county and municipality. There
must be cooperation between the two in order that this mutual veto power
does not disrupt renewal. Special problems may arise when either the
county or municipality is opposed to or uninterested in renewal. In a city
context, where approval on only one level is required, there is no such
conflict.
Centralization of the renewal process in the county seems the most
desirable of three possible alternatives-the present structure, exclusive
county control, or exclusive municipal control-for reducing these conflicts.
Development should be controlled by an agency having jurisdiction and
interests beyond those of the municipality. But centralizing the process
in the county and eliminating participation by the municipality might
conflict with the federal statutory requirement that the "locality" ap-
prove the project.m Clarification or modification of URA interpretation of
"locality," if not statutory amendment, would be necessary. On the other
hand, eliminating the county from renewal and allowing boroughs and
townships to appoint Redevelopment Authorities could be effected by state
statutory amendment alone 39 5 Perhaps regional development might best
be implemented through state legislation empowering the Pennsylvania
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Community Development, to serve as
the LPA.3 98
The major emphasis of federally assisted renewal is on housing.
Congress, in its introduction to the urban renewal legislation, has declared
that the national interest demands "a decent home and a suitable living
environment for every American family . . . .,97 But Congress has
not restricted federal assistance to renewal projects leading directly to the
construction of additional housing. A project may qualify if it is pre-
dominantly residential before or after redevelopment, and there is a 30%
exception to this requirement.3 98 A project involving residential to non-
residential redevelopment might indirectly assist in the attainment of Hous-
ing Act goals, for the displacees must in either case be resettled in decent,
394 While the "governing body of the locality" might be read to mean any govern-
mental body below the state level, such a reading is strained and unlikely. See, e.g.,
Housing Act of 1949, § 103(d), added by Housing Act of 1959, § 405(3), 73 Stat.
672, 42 U.S.C. § 1453(d) (Supp. II, 1960).
395 A small, but wealthy borough has been leading a drive to have the Pennsyl-
vania Urban Redevelopment Law amended to allow all boroughs to appoint their own
Redevelopment Authorities in order that they might redevelop without approval of,
or interference from, the county. This drive has been opposed by the Pa. Department
of Commerce, which believes that the power to appoint a Redevelopment Authority
should be given only to boroughs having a minimum population of 15,000 since smaller
boroughs usually have no professional planning staffs and cannot afford to hire them.
Interview With Robert A. Cox, Jr., Regional Field Representative, Southeastern
Region, Pa. Dep't of Commerce, Bureau of Community Development, in Philadelphia,
Aug. 1, 1961.
396 Such a designation would qualify under the federal definition of "local public
agency." See Housing Act of 1949, §110(h), 63 Stat. 421, 42 U.S.C. §1460(h)
(1958).
397 Housing Act of 1949, § 2, 63 Stat. 413, 42 U.S.C. § 1441 (1958).
398 See Housing Act of 1949, § 110(c), amended by Housing Act of 1956, § 302
(b) (1), 70 Stat. 1097, as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1460(c) (Supp. 1961).
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safe, and sanitary housing under the present relocation requirement. In
some instances, relocation may have the side effect of opening up all-white
residential areas to Negro displacees. However, unless steps are taken to
add housing elsewhere in the community, 99 a residential to nonresidential
project will have the effect of squeezing more people into a given amount
of housing. Such a result is likely in the Philadelphia suburban area where
renewal most often culminates in a nonresidential use.
Perhaps federal assistance should be confined to those projects which
contemplate clearance of blighted residential areas for residential re-use.
And yet, although significant federal control of renewal has been accepted,
federal determination of the proper re-use might cause municipalities to
forego renewal. Some municipalities feel that renewal for residential pur-
poses is not their primary need, that there is a more vital need for com-
mercial or industrial uses. A further difficulty is that in many cases the
present residential use is incompatible with surrounding uses, and to
continue the area as residential would perpetuate one of the basic blighting
factors.
The federal government must determine the extent to which it should
control such aspects of renewal as site selection, relocation, and planning
to insure that federal funds are used prudently. At present, URA seems
to accept any municipal project as long as it meets the eligibility criteria
for blight and the relocation requirements. For the federal government
to select and plan a project area would probably be considered an invasion
of local prerogative and would require tremendous expansion of the URA
staff. Even then, URA might not be as responsive to local needs as an
agency on a lower governmental level.
Successful suburban renewal must ultimately depend on a harmonious
interaction of federal, state, and local governments and on an enlightened
interaction of government with community residents.
Nick S. Fisfis t and Harold Greenberg t
399 There is always the problem of lack of space for further construction, which
suggests that centralization of the local phase of renewal at the county level is needed.
t LL.B. 1962, University of Pennsylvania. Editor, Volume 110.
$ LL.B. 1962, University of Pennsylvania.
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